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St. Petersburg
Welcomes
New Pastor,
New Programs

ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

BY ERSULA ODOM
SPECIAL TO THE
CHALLENGER

Pastor James Cleare

BY EMMA C. CAVIN
SPECIAL TO THE
CHALLENGER

ST. PETERSBURG - The
records show that October 16,
2011 was the first day in the
pulpit of Moore’s Chapel
A.M.E. Church for Pastor
James Cleare, but his friendly
demeanor is that of one who
has been enjoying the St.
Petersburg
sunshine
and
developing friendships for a
much longer time. Of course
that may be the reason that he
has so easily immersed his
family into local cultural
activities and has been
embraced by local clerical
circles.
Charismatic and
knowledgeable about many
subjects, Pastor James Cleare

chats with all whom he meets.
Within the neighborhoods surrounding the church, he has
gone from door to door to get
acquainted and inform people
about the services and activities being conducted at his
church, most recently, a
Saturday breakfast. “I am
enjoying the cultural attributes
of the city. We have seen the
Black Nativity, the Chocolate
Nutcracker, August Wilson’s
‘Seven Guitars,’ and had a tour
of St. Petersburg Beach. I am
looking forward to going to
the Dali Museum and Sunken
Gardens, which I visited once
as a child. Day by day, I am
learning about my new

PASTOR
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TAMPA - If Lady Justice
isn’t blind, she probably
wanted to be when she heard
the serious accusations being
shouted out by the huge crowd
gathered at her feet on Friday
in Tampa. Her Democrat representatives are claiming her
Republican representatives of
lifting her blindfold, allowing
her to see who stands before
her, creating rules applying
them to other people.
Standing
before
the
Hillsborough
County
Courthouse were Rev. Charles
McKenzie quoting the words
of Lyndon B. Johnson when he
signed the Voting Rights Act of
1965 and listing those who
died for this right. Also there
was Rep. Betty Reed, and a
sidewalk full of sign carrying
protesters to House Bill 1355
(HB 1355) which was signed
into law in 2011. Even though
HB 1355 applies to all citizens,
the new voting restrictions
could have a disproportionate
impact on minorities, the
young, seniors, disabled, rural,
homeless, and low income
communities in Florida.
The protest preceded the
“New State Voting Laws II:
Protecting the Right to Vote in
the Sunshine State” hearing,
convened by US Senator Dick
Durbin (D-IL), chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Subcommittee
on the Constitution, Civil
Rights and Human Rights.
Sen. Nelson, advocate for
issues raised by HB 1355, was

Rev. Charles McKenzie

Senator Nelson, left, and Senator Durbin

Adora Obi Nweze, left,
and Pat Spenser

Gayle Andrews, left, and Sara Pemberton

present for the hearing. Two
panels of witnesses testified
including: Ann McFall, supervisor of elections, Volusia
County; Hon. Bruce Smathers,
former Secretary of State of
Florida; Daryl Parks, president
of National Bar Association;
Sara Pemberton, president of

Florida College System Student
Government Association; Dr.
Daniel A. Smith, professor of
political science, University of
Florida; and Brent A. Wilkes,
national executive director of
League of United Latin
American Citizens. Governor
Scott, who signed Florida’s

Rev. Xavier Johnson

VOTE

continued on pg. 4

FAMU President Temporarily Suspends
Membership Intake For Campus
Organizations And Cancels Band Camp

TALLAHASSEE - Florida
A&M University (FAMU)
President James H. Ammons
announced Tuesday that he will
temporarily
suspend
the
induction, enrollment, initiation, membership intake and
recruitment for all student clubs
and organizations until fall
2012. Ammons also announced
the cancellation of the 2012
Summer Band Camp.
“Our top priority is the
health, safety and well being of
students, said Ammons. We are
convening a panel of experts
and outstanding thinkers to
provide advice and recommendations on the operation of
student organizations. Before

we enter into a new student
intake process, we should have
the benefit of the work coming
from the committees and the
investigations.”
Ammons made the decision
to suspend intake and other
membership activities after discussions with student leaders,
advisors and other university
personnel.
“I totally support this
effort,” said Breyon Love,
president of FAMU Student
Government Association. This
issue of hazing has had a farreaching impact on the university and I believe that we need to
pause for a moment to make
sure that all of our students are

ready to seriously move in a
direction which will result in a
complete culture change. We
want to make sure every student
knows about the personal
responsibility they have in
making sure we wipe out hazing
on our campus.”
According to Ammons, the
temporary suspension on initiation and membership intake is
effective as of January 31, 2012.
Ammons delivered the news at a
mandatory campus wide forum
on safety which included a
panel discussion by a group of
campus administrators who

FAMU

continued on pg. 3

President James H. Ammons
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(TriceEdney
Wire.com) - The
toxic message that
drove Newt Gingrich to victory in
South Carolina will drive our
nation apart rather than bring it
together. It will also spell defeat
for him — and for Republicans if
they choose to go that way.
Gingrich’s campaign limped
into South Carolina on life
support. His revival came from his
cunning peddling of a poisonous
potion of race-bait politics to a
virtually all-white electorate.
Voters swung to Gingrich
because, as Harold Wade, 85, was
quoted in the Washington Post as
saying, “We need someone who’s
mean” to take on Obama. Newt
filled that description by
employing a hoary campaign
tactic: blistering the “elite media”
while posturing on race.
Gingrich’s rise was launched
when Fox News pundit Juan
Williams, an African-American,
questioned him about calling

full dose of Old South politics. He
paraded it all out in his acceptance
speech on the night of his victory.
The major issue of the
election, he said, was a choice
between “American exceptionalism” and the “radicalism of Saul
Alinsky.” (Few knew who Saul
Alinsky was, but with that name,
they knew he wasn’t one of them.)
Gingrich painted himself as
standing with Americans revolting
against “elites who have been
trying for a half century to force us
to quit being American and to
become some kind of other
system.”
This paranoid nonsense had
special meaning to the voters of
the Old South. A half century ago
was the Civil Rights Movement,
and Dr. King’s victory over segregation — and Southerners were
embittered at the media for
reporting on the demonstrations.
Gingrich then decried a
mythic “anti-religious bigotry of
our elites.” Denouncing an
obscure judge for a ruling on
prayer at graduation ceremonies,
Gi n g ri ch s t o o d t al l ag ai n s t

(NNPA.org) Each year as W-2s begin arriving in
mailboxes, commercials start
promoting a range of services to
‘help’ consumers with tax preparation. These advertisements beckon
consumers to take advantage of
c o n v enient and worry-free
services.
In reality, however, many tax
season services are less about convenience and more about taking a
hefty portion of refunds consumers
have already earned. Each year,
high cost tax-related services drain
an estimated $11 billion from the
pockets of 30 million households
with moderate and low-incomes.
Two of the most prevalent and
high-cost financial ‘services’ are
Refund Anticipation Loans (RALs)
and Refund Anticipation Checks
(RACs).
A RAL is a high-cost, shortterm loan secured by the taxpayer’s

expected refund. Interest rates on a
typical RAL are about 150 percent.
The fee for the RAL is in addition
to the fee for tax preparation. Other
add-on fees such as electronic
filing, applications, and fees to
cash the loan check, wind-up with
many taxpayers spending more
than 10 percent of their refund, just
to get their own money a few days
sooner.
According to FINRA Investor
Education Foundation, a national
survey of self-reported RAL users
showed that while 13 percent of
African-Americans reporting using
a RAL in the last five years, just six
percent of whites did.
Similarly, RACs, temporary
bank accounts opened for the sole
purpose of receiving tax refunds,
are another costly loan. Once the
refund is deposited, the lender
issues the consumer a paper check
or prepaid debit card and then
closes the account. RAC fees vary,
but as with RALs, consumers often
elect to have the tax preparation
costs deducted from their refund.
RAC customers are also charged

checking cashing, and other add-on
fees for this short-term loan.
Consumers most vulnerable to
the lure of expensive RALs and
RACs are either unbanked or underbanked but are also eligible for the
federal Earned Income Tax Credit
(EITC). For 2011 and depending
upon family size, the maximum
EITC will range from $464 to
$5,751.
Acco rd i n g t o t h e F ed er a l
Deposit Insurance Corporation
(FDIC), African-Americans alone
account for 36.9 percent of the
unbanked – consumers without a
personal account with either a bank
or credit union. Further, Latino and
African-American
communities
together represent more than 60
percent of the nation’s unbanked
households
Consumers with bank accounts
who turn to non-bank fringe
services for day-to-day money management are ‘under-banked’ households. Under-banked households
pay more for basic transaction and
credit financial services, and additionally are more vulnerable to loss
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“speech dictatorship by antireligious bigots.”
Gingrich endorsed Texas Gov.
P e r r y ’s f o c u s o n t h e 1 0 t h
Amendment, promising to return
power to the states and local governments. States’ rights is the
doctrine of the Confederacy, of the
Fort Sumter party, not the Boston
Tea Party. This doctrine was
invoked in defense of slavery,
secession, and segregation.
Gingrich concluded by
promising to defend historic
America from being transformed
into a “secular European-style
bureaucratic socialistic system,”
and to “rally Americans to reassert
their belief in America.”
This mix of resentment and
victimization sold well in South
Carolina. But the old poisons
drive us apart, not together, and
will alienate far more voters than
it attracts in most of America. If
the Gingrich campaign continues,
Republicans are likely to learn the
hard way that a party of white
sanctuary is a minority party in an
America of proud diversity.

or theft. These families also,
according to FDIC, often struggle to
build credit histories and achieve
financial security.
Rather than wasting a portion of
tax refunds on RALs or RACs,
consumers would be better served
by accessing one of the free tax
services available. Local IRS
offices are available to assist or
direct consumers to qualified
preparers. Other nonprofit, social
service agencies or those serving
older residents can also offer
referrals to qualified low and nocost tax assistance.
Most importantly, anyone who
hires someone to assist them with
their returns should be aware that
IRS holds the tax filer accountable
for their selection of a preparer.
Every qualified tax preparer must
sign the return and also enter their
assigned Preparer Tax Identification
Number. Tax preparers are also
required to give taxpayers a copy of
their own returns.
Tax refunds represent monies
owed. Every consumer is entitled to
keep as much of it as possible.
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Gingrich Plays Old South Race Card
Obama the “food stamp
president.” Gingrich grabbed the
opportunity to scorn Williams and
slur Obama, while painting
Republicans as the party of work.
Standing ovation. In the second
debate, Gingrich dismissed his
second wife’s charge that he had
asked her for an open marriage by
snarling at CNN’s John King,
saying it was “despicable” merely
to raise the issue.
In the new South Carolina,
blacks and whites play ball
together, shop together and serve
in the military together. However,
none of that was visible in the
virtually all-white, conservative
Republican primary. So Gingrich
could use food stamps the way
that Reagan burlesqued welfare.
The measure of any civilization is
how we treat the needy in times of
trouble. Some 45 million
Americans receive food stamps.
The program benefits farmers,
truckers and grocers, as well as the
malnourished. It is morally sound
and merits praise.
Gingrich, however, wanted to
give Republican primary voters a
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Mordecai Walker Florida State
Fair’s 2012 Wall Of Fame
Community Spotlight

TAMPA - Early in his adult
life, Mordecai Walker made a
commitment to mentoring
young people and re-telling the
stories of Florida's rich
African-American
heritage.
With diligence, gentle humor
and imaginative practicality,
he has helped reshape the lives
of hundreds of vulnerable boys
and men. To honor this dedication, Walker has been
nominated for the Florida State
Fair's 2012 Wall of Fame for
African-Americans.
Mordecai Walker was
honored
in
1973
as
Agricultural Teacher of the
Year. While teaching in
Hillsborough and Pinellas
County schools, he was
nominated three times for
Teacher of the Year. In 2003,
the St. Petersburg branch of the
NAACP presented Walker
with their Community Service
Award.
Tennessee
State
University's
School
of
Agriculture and Consumer
Sciences inducted Walker into
their Agriculture and Home
Economics Hall of Fame in
2006. Now he has been
nominated to have his name
and portrait on the Florida
State Fair's Wall of Fame.
Walker's reputation as a
popular resource for questions
about “anything that grows”
began when he was a young
man just out of college
teaching agriculture at Sun
City School for Colored. With
practical,
innovative

homework assignments, he
taught his students and their
parents to use their land wisely.
Later, with very few resources
available at the rural Sun City
school, he persuaded Sears and
Roebuck to donate 100
chickens to be raised by his
students. He used his classrooms as laboratories for
teaching both how to make a
living and how to live.
Walker retired in 1987
after 36 years of teaching. His
accomplishments were chronicled with a full page article in
the St. Petersburg Times. Since
his
retirement,
he
has
continued to mentor young
African-American
men
through Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity's Pathfinders, and
The Ambassadors, Inc. He still
uses his backyard gardens to
teach young men practical
skills like planting, cultivating,
hybridizing and water conservation. Recently he built a
Wheel of History which he
uses in a game format to teach
African-American history to
middle school students.
As a member of St.
Augustine's Episcopal Church,
he was elected to its governing
body and is also secretary of
the Men's Club. Since 1985, he
has opened several properties
he owns in St. Petersburg to
those who need short-term
shelter.
Walker served in the
United States Army during
World War II and used the G I

By Emma Cavin • Special to the Challenger

Linda Williams Miller
Military Veteran, Community Worker, Corrections Officer

Mordecai Walker

Bill to earn a Bachelor's
Degree from Tennessee State
University's
School
of
Agriculture. As a sophomore at
the university, Walker won a
national essay contest. His
prize was an all expense paid
week in New York City and
ringside seats for the Joe
Louis/Jersey Joe Walcott prize
fight. In 1970 he graduated
with a Masters' Degree in
Agriculture Education from
Florida A & M. Mordecai
Walker was married to the late
Anna Polk Walker, and is the
father of Andrew Walker,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Public
voting
will
determine the final selection of
the state fair's Wall of Fame
honoree. Voting on the state
fair's website is quick and easy.
Go
to
http://floridastate
fair.com/state-fair/wall-offame. The list of nominees is
on the right hand side of the
page.

Tampa Resident Wins
Scholarship from Everest

TAMPA - Dream Award
recognizes student’s ability to
overcome tremendous personal
obstacles
Donshiwa Brown of Tampa
found the courage to attend
Everest University-Tampa and
end two years of unemployment in order to be a good
example to her two young sons.
Today, Brown has a
diploma and a job as a Medical
Assistant at the Hillsborough
County Department of Health
Family Clinic. She’s moved her
family from public housing and
showed her sons that hard work
and determination are the keys
to success. In recognition of
her achievements, she has been
selected as the winner of

PASTOR

continued from front page
community and my new congregation. I hope to continue to
promote spiritual growth, love,
and harmony in all that we do,
said Pastor Cleare”
Born in West Palm Beach,
Florida, Pastor Cleare attended
Palm Beach County schools.
He is the son of James and Mary
Cleare, a painting contractor
and a school teacher. He and
his wife, April, are the parents of
one son and three daughters.
Cleare graduated from
Barry University, where he
earned a degree in business
management, with work in
j o u rn alis m and public
relations. Following college,
he worked for the Palm Beach
County State Attorney’s office
as a paralegal in the
Witness/Victim’s
Advocate
Program. He has been a pastor

Everest University’s 2011
Dream Award for the Tampa
campus. The award recognizes
one graduate who has
completed a post-secondary
education while overcoming
extraordinary challenges.
Brown struggled to find
safe daycare for her boys when
she began school, eventually
leading her to drop out when
she learned one of her sons had
been abused. One evening her
five year old found her crying
and he told her to “be a big
girl.” Inspired by his words,
she returned to school and
became a model student
earning perfect attendance and
a spot on the President’s List.
“Donshiwa exemplifies all

of the characteristics of the
student dream and has changed
her life and the life of her sons
through education,” said Mike
Barlow, president of the Tampa
campus. “We are proud of the
accomplishments our 2011
Dream Award winner has
achieved and strive to provide
others with career training to
better
their
lives,”
he
continued.
As a Dream Award winner,
Brown will receive a $2,500
Everest University scholarship
to pursue advanced programs
in her field of study.
The Dream Award recognizes graduates who have
changed their lives for the
better through education.

since 1993.
Prior to coming to St.
Petersburg, he was the pastor
of churches in Lake Worth,
Riviera Beach, and Lake
Wales. “I like to say that I left
each church with spiritual and
physic al imp ro v em en t , ”
remarked Pastor Cleare.
From the descriptions of the
work done by Cleare and his
congregation in Lake Wales,
they had the opportunity to
work closely with civic officials
and social agencies in their
efforts to meet the needs of
residents within the community.
After a devastating hurricane,
he led his congregation through
clean up efforts. They provided
shelter, food, and clothing along
with spiritual, emotional,
and financial support in
rebuilding the area.
Under the leadership of
Pastor Cleare, the Moore’s
Chapel A. M. E. congregation

will add to the array of Black
History Month activities by
offering the community both
education and entertainment
without a cost to participants.
For four consecutive Saturday
evenings, Feb. 4, 11, 18, and
25, at 6 p.m., the PBS
Documentary, “Eyes on the
Prize” will be shown at the
church, located at 3037
Fairfield Avenue South. “This
extraordinary documentary
will help people to understand
race relations in America. It
will help us understand the
place from which we have
come and what we have done.
Knowing these things can give
an understanding of what we
are facing today. It gives
another perspective on cultures
and race relations, and we can
move from the past into the
future,” said Pastor Clear. For
additional information, please
call 321-3187.

Linda Williams Miller is a born again
Christian with a passion for helping other
people. This passion was ignited a number of
years ago, when she was just 16 years old, as a
matter of fact. Volunteer work at a half-way
house was her initial introduction to
community service, and it has led to what can
now be seen as a life project for her.
Born in Florala, Alabama, Miller was the
middle child of five. The family moved to
Clearwater when she was young, and she
attended Pinellas County Schools, graduating
from Dunedin High School. “I was a clown in
the early grades,” she said, “And I was told by
some that I would not amount to anything. My
fourth grade teacher discovered that I could
not read very well, and he put me in a special
reading class. That was a turning point for me.
Within two months, my reading level had gone
up three steps. After that, I worked hard, but
even when I was graduating from high school,
I never thought that I could do well enough to
go to college. After all, from what I was told,
I ‘was not college material.’”
“Instead of enrolling in college, I volunteered for the United States Army, just as my
sister did. In many ways, that was a special
blessing. Not only did I learn many new
things, but I had the opportunity to learn skills
that have impacted my entire adult life. For
six years, I was a combat medic, was deployed
overseas, met my husband, and became a
mother of two daughters. That is also the time
that I started taking classes online and realized
that I enjoyed them. When my friends and
family convinced me that I should take the
college entrance exam, I scored high enough
to enter college. I was amazed, but so very
proud. It took me six years to get an Associate
of Arts degree while working and taking care
of my family. At this time, I am just a few
credits away from earning my Bachelor of
Arts degree in business and human resources
from the University of Phoenix.
Miller has lived and worked in Clearwater,

Tallahassee, and St. Petersburg. “The skills
learned in the military and in college prepared
me for jobs that have allowed me to help
others while earning the resources to provide
for my family. For a short time, I worked as a
classroom aide. Then, I began work for the
department of corrections. It has all been very
rewarding,” noted Miller.
“If I could,” she continued, “I would open
a half-way house for youth or women. So
many of them are homeless. I know that the
economic situation is critical, but I pray each
day that we, as a community and a country,
can find ways to change these conditions.
Through the church, I have worked in
programs set up to provide for the homeless
and displaced, but it is so difficult to maintain
this kind of ministry. The needs of the people
in our communities are so diverse that it
sometimes appears that we are spinning
wheels. I have learned that education is still
vitally important. As I talk with people, I see
them wanting to work but not quite prepared
to fulfill the requirements of the job they want.
Some have gotten into trouble and cannot see
how to recover from it. Others do not have the
patience to start at the bottom or the skills to
work their way up. Still others are recovering
from drug addictions or fighting diseases.
Whatever the situation, I feel that we must
continue to help, however we can.”

Council Member Takes Stand
Against Inaccurate Media
Portrayal Of St. Petersburg

ST. PETERSBURG - First
came a shameful article in the
December issue of Men’s Health
Magazine making fun of people
who take anti-depressants while
calling St. Petersburg the saddest
city in the United States. Then in
January, 2012 CNBC labeled St.
Petersburg the most stressed city
in the United States. On
February 2 Steve Kornell will
ask his colleagues on the St.
Petersburg City Council to ask
the city’s legal department to
draft a letter to the two media
outlets pointing out the inaccuracies of their stories.
“It is difficult to believe that
the authors of these two stories
have spent even a single day in
St. Petersburg researching these
stories,” Kornell said.

FAMU

continued from front page

focused on the assistance
available to the campus
community when safety issues
arise and what the reporting
responsibilities are for students,
faculty and staff.
According to university
officials, any organization in
violation of the temporary suspension will be suspended as a
campus organization in accordance with university guidelines.

Kornell points to St.
Petersburg’s thriving arts scene
as one sign of a vibrant, happy
city. American Style Magazine
has deemed St. Petersburg the
number one arts destination
among mid-sized cities two
years in a row. It is the home of
the only Museum dedicated to
the works of Salvador Dali in the
entire United States. There is
another Museum dedicated to
Dale Chihuly, and a district full
of empty warehouses that are
being rejuvenated by artists
such as glass artist Duncan
McClellan.
While it’s number one
industry is still tourism, St.
Petersburg is working to
diversify its economy. It is now
the leading city for marine

science research in the entire
southeastern United States, with
over one thousand marine scientists housed in downtown St.
Petersburg.
There is also the weather,
and world class beaches. “St.
Petersburg’s beautiful weather
allows us to be out doors year
round. Our white sandy beaches
are packed, even in December,
January and February.”
Kornell urges these two
media outlets to print a more
fullest picture of what St.
Petersburg is really like. “I am
certain that when they see the
information we have about St.
Petersburg, they will want to
correct their stories,” Kornell
said.

Ammons told the group he
has decided to cancel the band
camp in light of the on-going
investigation and the plans to
convene a FAMU Board of
Anti-Hazing
Trustees
Committee that will review how
FAMU will best govern band
activities. Ammons said he
would like to give this panel, the
board and the administration the
opportunity to do a thorough
review before reinstating any
marching band programs.
“In no way have we terminated our curriculum in music,

said Ammons. We have a group
of talented music faculty who
prepare students for great
careers in music and other
pursuits. We will continue this
very
important
academic
program for the benefit of any
current students or future
students that might choose to
pursue this degree. We have
also continued our scholarship
support of students who meet
the appropriate criteria and will
continue to do so, pending the
availability of funds.”
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Retired Employee Launches
Website To Tell His Story

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
SENTINEL CITY EDITOR

TAMPA - Henry Ballard
retired as the Office of
Diversity Services (OSD)
Manager for the Hillsborough
County School District in
June. However, after his retirement, Ballard went public with
allegations of retaliation,
unfair pay, and discrimination.
After several attempts to
correct injustices that he
suffered working within the
system, Ballard filed a
complaint with the Equal
Employment Office
Commission on September 14,
2011. That investigation is
underway.
Now, in an attempt to share
information about his case
with the community at large,
Ballard launched a website on
January 16th, the official
Martin Luther King, Jr.,
holiday. Ballard commented,
”I want everyone to read the
documents for themselves. Our
mission statement clearly
defines that the Superintendent
(MaryEllen Elia) has not done
her due diligence to inform the
board of what has taken place.”
In keeping with the rules of the
School District, Ballard filed a
grievance with the school
district. He appeared before
the Hillsborough County
School Board on September

6th to respond to Level III in
reference to that grievance.
Ballard said his on-going
battle began in March 2008,
after his position changed and
with it came more responsibility. However, his pay grade
remained the same. He brought
the matter to the attention of
his immediate supervisor and
to Mrs. MaryEllen Elia, and
was eventually given a 68
cents an hour raise along with
a change of his pay grade.
Ballard’s complaint is that
the difference in his salary, and
that of others in comparable
positions, was approximately
$35,000 less per year. He said
the District refused to formally
review the position and adjust
the salary. He felt that he was
disrespected and not t r e a t e d
f a i r l y b y t h e Superintendent
and some of the board
members.
When asked why he waited
until after his retirement to
correct the wrong, Ballard
said, “No one knows what I
have had to endure to make
that office successful. I worked
tirelessly to make it the awardwinning program that it is
today, but I have not been
treated fairly. I submitted a
packet for the board only to be
told that discs placed in the
packet were missing and that I
was not allowed to re-submit
them.”

Henry Ballard, retired ODS
Officer for the Hillsborough
County School District

He went on to say, “When
the position was created and I
was appointed in 1994, the
position was under the board’s
jurisdiction. We cannot find
any documentation pertaining
to that changing. The
Superintendent to this day, has
no right to make decisions pertaining to the OSD.” He
further stated that all of the
documentation supporting his
position can be located on the
website in chronological order.
“I don’t want people to take
my word for it, I want them to
go to www.whydoright.com
and read the information for
themselves.”

www.TheWeeklyChallengerNewspaper.com

BTAG Remembers
Pinellas High School

LARGO - The Bridging
the Achievement Gap
Organization (BTAG) spends
many hours and resources to
assure success for school
children in Pinellas County.
Struggling students can count
on the group to provide
tutoring, school supplies,
opportunities to attend cultural
activities and mentors to help
them work through the tough
times and issues many of them
are facing from day to day.
For the month of February,
BTAG has added an activity

that will benefit children and
adults. Plans are being made
to recognize and celebrate the
achievements of those who
attended the former Pinellas
High
School,
renamed
Clearwater
Comprehensive
Middle School after the high
school closed in 1968.
Pinellas High School
served the African American
students from Clearwater,
L a rg o , S a f e t y H a r b o r,
Dunedin, and Tarpon Springs
for nearly 40 years. February
29 is the day of the planned

P L E A S E

celebration at the school’s site:
1220 Palmetto Street. Former
students, their family
members, former teachers, and
any individuals who wish to
take part in this activity are
invited
to
contact
the
committee and start working
on your presentation.
Contact persons for information and costs are James
Feazell (727-501-5517) or
Gwen Feazell (727-204-5780).
The BTAG office is located at
13255 – 118th Street North,
Largo, Florida33778.

S U P P O R T

Learn And Succeed Network
To Focus On Children

CLEARWATER - Learn
and Succeed, the newest
network of the Health and
Human Services Coordinating
Council for Pinellas County,
was introduced to community
leaders at the council’s annual
Leadership Summit, held Jan.
20 at the Gus Stavros Institute
in Largo.
The new network is a collaboration of the Coordinating
Council and the Juvenile
Welfare
Board
Children’s
Services Council. With a focus
on the needs of children, the
mission of the network is to
ensure all residents have the
opportunity to acquire the
skills, training and education
necessary to be economically
self-sufficient, productive contributors to society.
David Lawrence Jr., who
chairs the Children’s Movement
of Florida, spoke passionately
about the rights of children,
delivering a rousing speech to

rally the community around the
cause of children and to make
youth the No. 1 priority.
Lawrence, the former publisher
of the Miami Herald who is also
the president of The Early
Childhood
Initiative
Foundation and is a University
Scholar for Early Childhood
Development and Readiness at
the University of Florida,
pointed to the need for Pinellas
County to find ways to fund the
programs that equip children for
future success.
“I will argue that, believing
in all children, we help
ourselves,” he said, pointing to
the power of early investment.
“Why should every child not
dream in America?”
The Health and Human
Services Coordinating Council
hosts the Leadership Summit
e v e r y J a n u a r y, b r i n g i n g
together community funders,
leaders, advocates, and organizations that make up the

Administrative Forum and leadership networks. The purpose of
the summit is to discuss the
work that has been done in the
past year and to learn about new
initiatives being implemented.
Recognizing that the work
of the various networks is
accomplished with the assistance of community groups,
individuals and organizations,
the council also presented two
Community Leadership
Awards.
The Bay Area Apartment
Association was recognized for
its work in rapid re-housing to
assist families in need and the
Diabetic Charitable Services
was recognized for its efforts in
procuring the health care
services that uninsured people
with diabetes need.
For information on the
Health and Human Services
Coordinating Council, visit
www.hhscc-pinellas.org or call
(727) 582-7951.

VOTE

attached to my past, present and
my future.”
A lot of work that needs to be
done. It is about giving back to
people who have worked so hard
in the past, and I feel honored to be
able to do that. I believe one voice
can make a huge difference.”
As for Lady Justice peeping,
what changed and who does it
affect?
HB 1355:
- Cut the number of early
voting days from 14 to 8 (African
and Latin Americans)
- Eliminated early voting the
Sunday before the election
(African and Latin Americans)
- Requires third party organizations that register voters to
register with the state and meet an
array of administrative requirements or face hefty fines of
hundreds or even thousands of
dollars. (African and Latin
Americans and students)
- Requires Florida residents
who have moved within the state
and are updating their addresses at
their polling site to vote a provisional ballot. Forty percent of provisional ballots were not counted
in the last election. (Students,
African and Latin Americans,
veterans, and homeless)
Ann McFall said, of Volusia
County college students in five
colleges/universities (Stetson,

Bethune Cookman University,
Embry Riddle, Daytona State
College and a UCF satellite
campus), located in her county:
“The most active college campus
is Bethune Cookman University.
They have a march from the
campus to the Daytona Beach
early voting site for every major
election. Unfortunately, there are
address change issues with the
majority of the 2000 students who
march due to dormitory changes,
apartment changes, freshmen
changing addresses from home to
campus, etc. McFall also said it
costs the state more to implement
these procedures and that there is
no evidence of fraud.
Pages of statistics submitted
by Dr. Smith laid out how the
reduction in early voting dates
severely impacts both AfricanAmericans and Hispanics who
have relied on third-party registration drives more than white
voters. Eliminating the Sunday
before election dates statistically
is pointed directly at African and
Latin Americans.
Senator Nelson said, “The
amount of turnout (including 450
in a full courtroom and overflow)
would raise the level of awareness
of this issue and the next step is a
Federal Court Discovery Phase
where the facts will speak for
themselves.

continued from front page

voting law and its most prominent
supporter, failed to respond to his
invitation to testify. The state
voting laws are said to threaten to
keep as many as 5 million
Americans from voting in 2012.
Dr. Samuel Wright said, “I’m
reminded of Fanny Lou Hamer
and motivated by her comments,
one of which was, ‘I’m tired of
being sick and tired.’ She fought
for our rights. We need to make
sure we don’t regress. It’s about
progress in the State of Florida
and the country, not regression.”
Pat Spenser said, “I worked
with people who had to take a test
and pay a poll tax in order to vote.
Their questions were questions
like ‘How many bubbles are there
in a bar of soap and how many
marble are there in a bottle.’ Now
they are trying to take our right to
vote away with these new laws.
We have to be persistent in order
to protect our rights.”
Rev. Xavier Johnson said he
attended the hearing because “I
realized how important this issue
is. Many who came before me
bled, died, and suffered for these
rights. What’s happening now is
like a reversal of the hands of
time. As a young person in the
state of Florida, this issue is

O U R
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Top Ladies Of Distinction, Inc.
St. Petersburg Chapter ‘Rendering
A Circle Of Community Service’

ST. PETERSBURG - Top
Ladies of Distinction, Inc. is on
the job when it comes to
community service. Reaching out
to help others by rendering
service to all mankind is their
aim.
Top Ladies and Top Teens of
America whose motto is “Tops in
Service” unselfishly give of their
time and service to the St.
Petersburg community.
From “young to seasoned
citizens,” Top Ladies has a plan
for helping and giving back
through service that enriches the
lives of others. Volunteer service
is rendered through beautification, senior care, women’s issues
and community partnerships.
Community service for Top
Ladies began with “senior care”
at Baypointe Nursing Pavilion.
The seniors are always excited
when Top Ladies enter the
building. The smiles on the faces
of the many residents are
priceless and worth more than a
thousand words of thanks. Ladies
bring fresh flowers in a variety of
colors, to brighten the rooms of
each resident. In addition, they
cheerfully distribute the donated
personal items.
Activities are coordinated by
Lady Sandra Miller, Senior
Citizens Chair. Baypointe
Nursing Pavilion was adopted by
Top Ladies in 2008.
Top Teens of America, a
youth group under the auspices of
Top Ladies of Distinction, Inc.
are also community volunteers.
Teens ages 13 through 18, under
the Leadership of Lady Sabrina
Srinivasa, learn the importance of
helping others through mandated
community service. Their recent
chosen method of giving back
included literacy; donating books
to Happy Workers Children’s
Center, a historic Day Care in
Midtown St. Petersburg. Teens
dedicated their spare time reading
to preschoolers at The Children’s
Center. Some Top Ladies, who
are natives of St. Petersburg,

remember attending this Day
Care Center in their early
primary years.
The Robert “Bob” W. Alsen
“Children’s Peace Garden” on
the premises of this center was
in need of plants, shrubbery and
beautiful flowers to produce a
serene atmosphere around a
covered seated area with
hanging wind chimes. The
shady side of the building is the
perfect area for this peace
garden. Top Ladies and Top
Teens of America joined forces
to assist with the beautification
of the grounds by donating
plants, shrubbery and flowers to
help restore the garden to a more
beautiful and peaceful site for
visitors and friends to sit, relax
and enjoy the garden.
Much work is still needed
and Top Ladies of Distinction,
Inc., St. Petersburg Chapter will
be there to lend a “helping
hand.” The center’s Director,
Evadne Tilbury, appreciates the
efforts of Top Ladies, in helping
to restore the grounds. This
activity was coordinated by
Lady Delores Wesley, First Vice
President. Happy Workers
Children’s Center was adopted
by Top Ladies in June 2011.
Still lending a helping hand,
Top Ladies participated in the
2011 Radiothon broadcast from
All C hildren ’s Ho s p i t al
Education & Conference Center.
Ladies volunteered in this
fundraiser by manning telephones and assisting with
pledges from donors to benefit
“Care for Kids.”
Volunteer services were
coordinated by Lady Opal
Smith, Community Partnership
Chair.
St. Petersburg Chapter of
Top Ladies of Distinction, Inc.
Reaching out to lend a helping
hand, rendering a circle of
service through effective volunteerism.
Lady Naomi Nesbitt is
Chapter President.

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
Courtesy of

Wednesday, Feb. 8 - Ray Arsenault, “Freedom Riders,
Lost and Found,” 4–5:30 pm, Fox Hall, Raymond
Arsenault, a Fellow of the Academy of Senior
Professionals at Eckerd College, has taught in the Florida
Studies Program at USF St. Petersburg since 1980. Part of
the Academy of Senior Professionals at Eckerd College
(ASPEC) Public Forum Series.
Friday, Feb. 10 - April 13 - Free Tax Preparation and
assistance, Gulfport Public Library, 5501 28th Ave. S.
Hours: 10 am - 2 pm Mon & Fri. Households with low to
moderate incomes for taxpayers of all ages but with an
emphasis on those over 60 years of age. TAXPAYERS
MUST BRING SOCIAL SECURITY CARDS FOR ALL
PERSONS LISTED ON THEIR TAX RETURNS, A PICTURE
ID, AND ALL PERTINENT RECORDS SUCH AS W2’S
1099’S, other income & credits, & a copy of last year’s
return if available. Free Electronic filing is available at all
sites.
Thru Feb. 29 - 14 Black Classicists, Armacost Library,
Eckerd College. Public Viewing: 10 a.m.–5 p.m., Monday Friday; 12–5 p.m. Saturday–Sunday. This historic exhibition profiles African-American classical scholars who
made groundbreaking achievements in education at the
end of the Civil War.

HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE

Cancelled or Non-Renewed???

WE CAN HELP!!!

727-393-4617

Larry Eugene Walker • Insurance
Great Automobile Rates • Over 20 Years of Experience

INSIDE SALES REP
America II Electronics is embarking on an
all-out search to find talented Inside Sales Reps
to join their successful team. America II,
of St. Pete, is a growing, and highly successful
distributor of electronic components.
Our inside sales reps sell electronic components B2B.
They are responsible for the entire sales cycle; cold calling,
prospecting, communicating & negotiating with buyers
as they develop, manage & grow their account base.
Successful Inside Sales Reps thrive in a fast-paced environment,
are creative, highly motivated, possess strong verbal and
written communication skills, able to build strong relationships,
and have a strong desire to financially succeed.
In return, we offer a: Competitive base salary
plus commission plan – NO CAP on commissions, medical,
dental, 401(k), paid holidays, vacation, and personal days. We offer
paid, top-notch, comprehensive training. All of this in a fun, casual
environment that includes a game room and exercise facilities.

Maid Of Honor Dead At 64

WEST PALM BEACH Our angel, Deidra “DeeDee”
Gardener King, was called
home by God on New Year's
Eve two thousand eleven.
She was best known in West
Palm
Beach as the greatgrandaughter of Mrs. Millie
Gildersleeve whose husband,
George Gildersleeve, was a
native of Cuba. According to the
Palm Beach Historical Society,
Millie was the wealthiest black
woman of Palm Beach County
until the 1970's.
DeeDee retired from Pratt
Whitney Aircraft and
the
banking industry.
She has two surviving
daughters, Deputy Sheriff Lisa
Allen and Pansy Pettis, five
grandchildren, and one great
grandchild.
Mrs. King is the older

daughter of Sammie Dean
Gardener,
a
native
of
Georgetown, S.C. who was
raised in Pierce, FL and Pansy
Hobbs Harper. Sammie was the
coach and manager of the Palm
Beach Royals, and earlier the
player and coach of the Pepsi
Cola Giants of Tampa. Both
teams were members of the
famed Negro Leagues Baseball.
Mr. Gardener was also the first
quarterback to score 50 points
leaving the opponents zero at
Edward Waters and Florida A
and M Colleges in the late
1930's. Both his brother, Dr.
James J. Gardener of Ft.
Lauderdale and cousins Georgia
McDuffie and Louis “Rip”
McDuffie were his teammates
on several teams of sports.
Deidra has three surviving
aunts of Georgetown and one

Bride Jacqueline and Cousin Deidra, 1973

aunt Altamease Gardener
Nickson of Tampa.
A nephew, Henry “Hank”
Harper, Jr. was a former legislative
assistant
to
State
Representative Addie Green ( a
paternal cousin of the bride).

Hank became Addie's replacement in the Florida Legislature as
a representative when her term
was limited. She is survived by
a host of sister-in-laws, nieces,
nephews,
cousins
and
sorrowing friends.

Check us out & apply on-line @ www.americaii.com
or send resume to jobs@americaii.com. Eoe/dfw

Special Rates
Apply to Early
Reservations!
CALL TODAY!
727-896-2922
Black History Month Edition FEBRUARY 16, 2012
DEADLINE TO RESERVE AD SPACE: MONDAY, FEB. 13

CALL TODAY OR EMAIL
advertising@theweeklychallenger.com
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BLACK HISTORY MONTH
Etta James Remembered
As Triumphant Trailblazer

BYANTHONY MCCARTNEY
AP ENTERTAINMENT
WRITER

GARDENA, California (AP)
_ Rhythm & blues legend Etta
James was remembered at a
service Saturday attended by
hundreds of friends, family and
fans as a woman who triumphed
against all odds to break down
cultural and musical barriers in a
style that was unfailingly honest.
The Rev. Al Sharpton, a civil
rights activist, eulogized James in
a rousing speech, describing her
remarkable rise from poverty and
pain to become a woman whose
music became an enduring anthem
for weddings and commercials.
Perhaps most famously,
President Barack Obama and the
first lady shared their first
inaugural ball dance to a version of
the song sung by Beyonce, who
portrayed James in the film
``Cadillac Records.’’ Sharpton on
Saturday opened his remarks by
reading a statement from the
president.
``Etta will be remembered for
her legendary voice and her contributions to our nation’s musical
heritage,’’ Obama’s statement
read.
The Grammy-winning singer
died Jan. 20 after battling
leukemia and other ailments,
including dementia. She had
retreated from public life in recent
years, but on Saturday her legacy
was on display as mourners of all
ages and races converged on the
City of Refuge church in Gardena,
south of downtown Los Angeles.
Among the stars performing
tributes to James were Stevie
Wonder and Christina Aguilera,
who told the gathering that she has
included ``At Last’’ in every

concert she’s performed as a
tribute to her musical inspiration.
Wonder performed three
songs, including ``Shelter In the
Rain’’ and a harmonica solo.
James’ rose-draped casket was on
display, surrounded by wreaths
and floral arrangements and
pictures of the singer.
Sharpton, who met James
when he was an up-and-coming
preacher, credited her with helping
break down racial barriers through
her music.
``She was able to get us on the
same rhythms and humming the
same ballads and understanding
each other’s melodies way before
we could even use the same
hotels,’’ Sharpton said, referring to
the era when racial segregation
was the law in many U.S. states.
He said James’ fame and
influence would have been
unthinkable to a woman with
James’ background _ growing up
in a broken home during segregation and at times battling her own
demons.
``The genius of Etta James is
she flipped the script,’’ Sharpton
said, alluding to her struggles with
addiction, which she eventually
overcame.
``She waited until she turned
her pain into power,’’ he said,
adding that it turned her story
away from being a tragic one into
one of triumph.
``You beat `em Etta,’’
Sharpton said in concluding his
eulogy. ``At last. At last. At last!’’
The assembly roared to their
feet, and would again stand to
applaud performances by Wonder
and Aguilera, who filled the
sanctuary with their voices.
``Etta is special to me and for
me, because she represents the life,
the triumphs, the tribulations of a

new documentary based on the
Pulitzer Prize-winning book by
Wall Street Journal senior writer
Douglas A. Blackmon examines
the concept of “neoslavery,” which
sentenced African-Americans in
the post-Emancipation South to
forced labor for violating an array
of laws that criminalized their
Awardeveryday
behavior.
winning actor Laurence Fishburne
narrates the film.
FRONTLINE presents “The
Interrupters,” premiering Tuesday,
Feb. 14, at 9 p.m., follows a group
of former gang leaders in Chicago
who try to “interrupt” shootings
and protect their communities from
the violence they themselves once
committed. From director Steve
James (HOOP DREAMS, Stevie),
“The Interrupters” is a compelling
observational journey into the
stubborn, persistent violence that
plagues American cities.
“More Than a Month,” premiering on Independent Lens on
Thursday, Feb. 16, at 10 p.m., is
about Shukree Hassan Tilghman,
an African-American filmmaker,
on a cross-country campaign to
end Black History Month.
Through this tongue-in-cheek and
thought-provoking journey, “More
Than a Month” investigates what
the treatment of history tells us
about race and equality in a “postracial” America.
Rounding out the Black
History Month programming are
three shows that highlight the
artistic contributions of AfricanAmericans. On Friday, Feb. 24, at
9 p.m., turn the radio dial back to
the 1950s for the tale of a black

“Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”

Source: blackhistory.com

Carter Godwin
Woodson

lot of black women all over this
world,’’ said U.S. Rep Maxine
Waters, a California Democrat.
``It does not matter who sang
`At Last’ before or after Etta. It
does not matter when it was sung,
or where it was sung. `At Last’was
branded by Etta, the raunchy diva
_ that’s her signature and we will
always remember her.’’
James won four Grammy
Awards, including a lifetime
achievement honor, and was
inducted into the Rock and Roll
Hall of Fame in 1993. In her
decades-long career, she became
revered for her passionate, soulful
singing voice.
She scored her first hit when
she was just a teenager with the
suggestive ``Roll With Me,
Henry,’’ which had to be changed
to ``The Wallflower’’ in order to
get airplay. Her 1967 album, ``Tell
Mama,’’ became one of the most
highly regarded soul albums of all
time, a mix of rock and gospel
music.
She rebounded from a heroin
addiction to see her career surge
after performing the national
anthem at the 1984 Olympics in
Los Angeles. She won her first
Grammy Award a decade later,
and two more in 2003 and 2004.
James is survived by her
husband of 42 years, Artis Mills,
and two sons, Donto and Sametto
James.

PBS Commemorates
Black History Month

Independent Lens presents
“Daisy Bates: The First Lady of
Little Rock,” premiering Thursday,
Feb. 2, at 10 p.m., tells the story of
Bates’life and her public support of
nine black students who registered
to attend the all-white Central High
School in Little Rock, Arkansas
In the compelling story of an
unsung hero, UNDERGROUND
RAILROAD: THE WILLIAM
STILL STORY, airing Monday,
February 6 at 10:00 p.m., explores
one man’s mission to help slaves
escape to freedom. The program
looks at the inner workings of the
Underground Railroad through
detailed records, diaries and other
written accounts of the freedom
seekers who made their way across
the U.S. border to Canada.
Premiering on Thursday, Feb.
9, at 10 p.m. on Independent Lens
is a compilation of interviews from
leading African-American artists,
activists, musicians and scholars in
“Black Power Mixtape 19671975.” In the late 1960s and early
1970s, Swedish television journalists came to America to document
the burgeoning black power
movement. This long-lost trove of
film, combined with contemporary
interviews to create an irresistible
mosaic
chronicling
the
movement’s evolution, features
interviews with seminal black
power leaders, including Stokely
Carmichael and Eldridge Cleaver,
as well as author/activist Angela
Davis.
SLAVERY BY ANOTHER
NAME, premiering Monday, Feb.
13, at 9 p.m., was a Sundance Film
Festival selection for 2012. This

BLACK HISTORY

singer, a white DJ, forbidden love
and the birth of rhythm and blues in
GREAT
PERFORMANCES
The
original
“Memphis.”
Broadway cast members of the
2010 Tony Award-winner for Best
New Musical reprise their roles in
this roof-raising celebration of
music.
In AN EVENING WITH
VALERIE SIMPSON, premiering
in Feb. 2012 (check local listings),
Gwen Ifill interviews Valerie
Simpson, who for more than 40
years wrote hit-making songs with
her husband, the late Nick Ashford.
As performers, their best-known
duets are “Solid” and “Found a
Cure.” This is an intimate tribute to
their artistry, with performances by
Patti Austin, Kindred The Family
Soul and Valerie Simpson.
AMERICAN
Finally,
MASTERS closes out the month
with a profile of Cab Calloway, one
of the first black musicians to tour
the segregationist South and a
regular performer at Harlem’s
famous Cotton Club. “Cab
Calloway: Sketches” premiering
Monday, Feb. 27, at 10 p.m.,
showcases this exceptional figure
in the history of jazz, a bandleader
and singer who charmed audiences
around the world with his
boundless energy, bravado and
elegant showmanship. Calloway
was at the top of his game in the
jazz and swing eras of the 30s and
40s with his signature song
“Minnie the Moocher,” featuring
the popular refrain “Hi de hi de hi
de ho,” and his timeless rendition
of “It Ain’t Necessarily So.”

Carter Godwin Woodson
was born December 19, 1875
in New Canton, Va. He was a
black historian, author, journalist and the found of Black
History Month. He is considered the frist to conduct a
scholarly effort to popularize
the value of black history. He
recognized and acted upon the
importance of such people
having an awareness and
knowledge of their contribution to humanity and he, thus,
left behind and impressive
legacy.
Woodson was the son of
former slaves James Woodson
and Eliza Riddle. His father
had helped the Union soldiers
during the Civil War, and afterwards James moved his family
to West Virginia when he heard
they were building a high
school for blacks in a town
there. Coming from a large,
poor family, Carter could not
attend such schools regularly,
but through self-instruction he
was able to master the fundamentals of common school
subjects by the time he was 17.
Hungry
for
more
education, Woodson moved to
Fayette County, to earn a living
as a miner in the coal fields so
that he could put himself
through school, but he was
only able to devote a few
months each year to his
schooling. In 1895, at the age
of 20, Carter enrolled at
Douglass High School where
he received his diploma in less
than two years. From 1897 to
1900, Woodson began teaching
in Fayette County. In 1900, he
became the principal of
Douglass
High
School.
Woodson finally received his
Bachelor of Literature degree
from Berea College in
Kentucky. From 1903 to 1907
he was a school supervisor in
the Philippines. He then

attended the University of
Chicago where he received his
Master of Arts and Sciences in
1908, and in 1912 he received
his Doctoral degree in history
from Harvard University.
In 1915, Woodson and his
friend, Jesse E. Moorland, cofounded the Association for the
Study of African American
Life and History. Woodson
realized the need for special
research on the past of the
Negro. The Association for the
Study of Negro Life and
History
was
founded
September 9, 1915, in Chicago.
In that same year, he published
one of his most well-received
books, The Education of the
Negro Prior to 1861. In January
of 1916, Woodson began the
publication of the scholarly
Journal of Negro History,
which had never missed an
issue but loss of the support
from foundations because of
two World Wars and the Great
Depression.
During this time, Woodson
became affiliated with the
Washington, D.C., branch of
the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People, and became close with
its chair, Archibald Grimke. On
January 28, 1915, he wrote a
letter to Grimke expressing his
dissatisfaction with the way
things were going. Woodson
made two proposals in this
letter: First, he said that the
chapter secured an office for a
center to which persons may
report whatever concerns the
Negro race may have and the
association may extend its
operations into every part of
the city. And second, he
proposed that a canvasser be
appointed to enlist members
and obtain subscriptions for
The Crisis, the NAACP publication edited by W.E.B.
DuBois.
Woodson’s
political
activism placed him at the
center of activity and was in
contact with many black intellectuals and activists between
the 1920s and 40s. He corresponded with individuals such
as W.E.B. DuBois, John E.
Bruce,
Arturo
Alfonso
Schomburg,
Hubert
H.
Harrison, and T. Thomas
Fortune among others. Even

with the monumental duties
connected with the NAACP,
Woodson still found time to
write extensive and scholarly
works such as The History of
the Negro Church, The MisEducation of the Negro and
many other books which
continue to have wide readership today.
Woodson was often ostracized by many black educators
and intellectuals of the time
because of his insistence on
inviting special attention to
one’s race. At the time, these
educators felt that it was wrong
to teach or understand black
history as in any way separate
from a general, and usually
Eurocentric, view of American
history. According to these
educators, “negroes” were
simply Americans, darker
skinned, but with no history a
part from that of any other
citizen. Thus Woodson’s efforts
to get black culture and history
into the curricula of institutions, even historically black
colleges and universities, were
often unsuccessful.
Although Woodson was
among the ranks of the
educated few, he did not feel
particularly sentimental to elite
educational institutions.
Woodson’s organized the
Associated Publishers that was
created in 1920, the oldest
black publishing company in
the United States, which
published books concerning
blacks. At the time, such books
were not something other publishing houses wanted to print.
The establishment of “Negro
History Week” in 1926 (now
known as Black History
Month) and the initial publication of the Negro History
Bulletin, published continuously by the Associated Publishers
since 1937, and originally was
created for teachers in elementary and high school grades.
Woodson’s
accomplishments will remain in history
forever. Although he achieved
so much his most cherished
ambition,
a
six-volume
Encyclopedia Africana, was
incomplete at the time of his
death, April 3, 1950, at the age
of 74. He is buried at Lincoln
Memorial
Cemetery
in
Suitland-Silver Hill, Md.

New Stamp To Honor
Legendary Jazz
Musician Miles Davis
Legendary jazz musician
Miles Davis, the man who
played the trumpet like no
other, will be honored with a
U.S. postal stamp. “On behalf
of the Miles Davis family, we
are honored that the U.S.
Postal Service and La Poste are
paying homage to the timeless
legacy of Sir Miles Dewey
Davis,” said Cheryl Davis,

Erin Davis and Vince Wilburn
Jr. — Miles’ daughter, son and
nephew — in a statement.
The stamp, available now
in the States, will also be made
available with the French
postal service, La Poste, in
June. Davis, who died more
than 20 years ago, appears on
the stamp in a black-and-white
motif.

WE WELCOME YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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HEALTH & FAMILY
Ways To Help Lower
Cholesterol For Heart Health

( S TAT E P O I N T )
Cardiovascular disease is the
leading killer of Americans,
affecting one in three people,
according to the American
Heart Association (AHA).
And, the problem may be
getting worse, as a new study
from the AHA predicts that
those who have heart disease
are expected to increase to
more than 40 percent of
Americans by 2030.
This prediction does not
have to be reality.
One of the major risk
factors for heart disease is
high cholesterol, which may
be lowered by eating a hearthealthy diet and exercising.
“Heart disease runs in my
family so I understand firsthand the role that genetics
play in cholesterol and overall
health. But maintaining a heart
healthy diet and choosing
foods that may actively help
lower cholesterol are the
simplest, most effective things
people can do for heart
health,” says Dr. Travis Stork,
ER physician and co-host of
the TV show “The Doctors.”
To help educate people on
easy ways to reduce cholesterol, Dr. Stork has teamed up

with Cheerios to share helpful
tips.
Food Choices Are Key
Because heart health risks
can be modified by diet, eating
foods low in saturated fat,
trans fat and cholesterol is
important.
And, the soluble fiber in
oats, known as beta glucan,
has been shown to help lower
cholesterol. Beta glucan is
found in familiar foods such as
Cheerios cereal and oatmeal,
and helps rid the body of some
LDL or “bad” cholesterol. It
acts like a sponge in the
digestive tract to soak up cholesterol, helping to naturally
remove it from the body.
To garner benefits from
beta glucan, it is recommended that you eat three grams of
soluble fiber daily from whole
grain oat foods, such as
Cheerios which has one gram
per serving. Eaten as part of a
diet low in saturated fat and
cholesterol, this may reduce
the risk of heart disease.
Other foods that may
actively help lower heart
disease risk include certain
fish, such as salmon and tuna
that are high in a “good fat.”
Foods containing at least

0.65 grams per serving of
plant sterol esters, eaten twice
a day with meals for a daily
total intake of at least 1.3
grams, also may reduce the
risk of heart disease when
eaten as part of a heart-healthy
diet.
“When doctors tell patients
they have high cholesterol,
they often receive information
about the things they cannot or
should not eat,” says Susan J.
Crockett, PhD, RD, FADA and
leader of the General Mills
Bell Institute. “We think it’s
important to empower people
with the simple things they can
do that may help lower their
cholesterol.”
With this in mind, the
company is donating $200,000
to WomenHeart, the nation’s
only patient centered organization dedicated to educating
women about living a heart
healthy life (www.womenheart.org). For more on how
Cheerios may help lower cholesterol, visit Cheerios.com.
A few simple lifestyle
changes, such as becoming
more active and making
smarter food choices, may
help improve your heart
health.

Teach Kids To Be Honest

(STATEPOINT) In today’s
fast-paced, wired world, all
that separates us from sharing
our guiltiest thoughts and
darkest secrets with the rest of
the planet is a single mouse
click or finger stroke across a
smartphone screen.
And kids today need to be
taught early-on the difference
between being honest and
sharing too much, say experts.
“Amid the din of over
sharing, we mistake spasms of
self-revelation for honesty. And
in a time of constant confessional disclosures, we are
losing our ability to self-reflect
and be truly honest,” says Paul
Wilkes, a filmmaker, religion
and spirituality writer, and
a u t h or of “The Art of
Confession,” a new book that
seeks to redefine confession for
a multicultural, contemporary
world.
Honesty is still the best
policy. Here are some ways to
teach this concept to those born
after the advent of a social networking culture:
• Foster good communication: Your child is more likely

to be truthful with you if you
have a great relationship. You
can strengthen that relationship
by being approachable, not
judgmental. Talk regularly.
Make a family dinner a routine
part of your life. Schedule
game nights, movie nights and
other enjoyable activities to do
with your children.
• Lead by example: Lying
can be convenient, but
resorting to dishonesty when
talking to your children is
always a mistake. You’ll risk
normalizing deceit for an
impressionable young person.
Worse yet, your kids will have
good reason to distrust you
after you promise that the flu
shot doesn’t hurt a bit.
• Encourage a culture of
confession: If your child
admits to wrongdoing, first be
grateful for the honesty. While
you must discipline him or her,
the punishment shouldn’t be a
deterrent for future confession.
Hitting, shaming, and generally
making your child feel bad will
only inspire him to lie in the
future. But instead of sending
your children to their rooms to

play video games, you can help
them reflect on how to do
better next time.
“Confession is not merely a
clearing out of that which is
wrong in us,” says Wilkes. “It
is a realignment of what is best
in us and an intention to live a
better life.”
• Nip it in the bud: Bad
habits can start early and are
often hard to shake, so it’s
never too early to correct
dishonest behavior in your
child. You can help kids avoid
lying by giving them fewer
opportunities to do so. For
example, if you know who
made the mess, don’t ask “Did
you do this?” Confront him or
her directly about it instead.
• Use literature: There are
many excellent fiction and
non-fiction books that deal
with ethical issues and honesty.
Your librarian can help you
find something age-appropriate
to read and discuss with kids.
Though there may be no
portion of the school day
devoted to it, honesty can be
taught. Make sure you don’t let
your kids skip this lesson.

Help Improve Your
Child’s Reading Skills

(STATEPOINT) Parents want
their children to do the best they can
at school, and reading every day is
one of the most effective ways to
become a lifelong reader and learner.
“Research shows that for
young people, reading is the
gateway to holding a job, understanding the world and knowing
themselves,” said Francie
Alexander, chief academic officer at
Scholastic. “But becoming skilled at
reading — just like playing sports or
learning an instrument — requires a
lot of practice. Parents should
encourage children to spend at least
20 minutes a day reading.”
One way to encourage good
readings habits is to have a wide
selection of books at home and to
allow children to choose their own
books. Here are some ideas to help
you start a home library and get
your kids more excited about
reading:
• Make sure the books you get
— whether they’re from the
bookstore or on loan from the local

BY LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP MEDICAL WRITER

WASHINGTON - The reality
is that strokes do not just happen
to grandmother. They can happen
at any age, even to children - and
they are on the rise in the U.S.
among the young and middleaged.
That makes it crucial to know
the warning signs no matter how
old you are.
“Nobody’s invincible,’’ warns
Dr. Ralph Sacco, a University of
Miami neurologist and past
president of the American Heart
Association.
Every year, about 795,000
people in the U.S. have a stroke.
While some strokes are caused by
bleeding in the brain, most are like
a clogged pipe. Called ischemic
strokes, a clot blocks blood flow,
starving brain cells to death unless
that circulation is restored fast.
Make no mistake, the vast
majority of strokes do occur in
older adults. But up to a quarter of
them strike people younger than
65, Sacco says.
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with the purchase of two specially
marked Kellogg’s products
available exclusively at Walmart,
such as Eggo waffles, Keebler
snacks and other Kellogg’s cereals.
Parents and kids can choose
from among hundreds of titles
available for $5 or less from
Scholastic, including new and
classic favorites such as “Captain
Underpants: Super Diaper Baby” or
“Clifford the Big Red Dog,”
For more information, including
details and official rules, visit
www.scholastic.com/kellogg.
“From starting the day with a
healthy breakfast to helping kids
learn to read, parents can help set
their children up for success,” said
Kris Charles, vice president for
Global Communication and
Philanthropy, Kellogg Company.
“The most important factor is to be a
good example yourself — parents
who read have kids who read.”
So make it a habit to read to or
with your children as often as you
can. Their future depends on it.

Too Young For A Stroke?

CA$H 3

Call Dianne Speights

library — are appropriate for your
child’s age and reading level.
• Books should also be on your
child’s physical level, meaning
where they can easily reach them.
But you don’t need a fancy childsize bookshelf — a milk crate or
“trunk of books” can suffice for
most young ones.
• Just as adults are more likely
to pick up reading materials that
interest them, so are children. So
stock your library with books,
magazines and newspapers that
encourage their natural interests.
You don’t have to limit yourself to
print materials. Computer-savvy
kids may enjoy reading classic
stories online or on an e-reader, so
let them.
• You don’t need to spend a
fortune to furnish your library.
Garage sales and thrift stores are
great for inexpensive classic tales
and popular favorites. And look for
special promotions in your area. For
example, Scholastic Book Club is
offering a book (up to a $5 value)

3-5 4-8
6-1 5-7
2-6 1-4

Heart birth defects, such as a
little hole in the heart known as a
PFO, and blood-clotting disorders
also tend to cause strokes more
often in younger people than in
seniors.
But just like strokes at older
ages, a lot of younger strokes are
preventable. The increase seems
to be part of a troubling trend: As
Americans get fatter, high blood
pressure, diabetes and other
artery-corroding consequences set
in at an earlier age - meaning
resulting strokes can hit earlier,
too.
Indeed, research reported in
Annals of Neurology last year
found nearly 1 in 3 of the 15- to
34-year-olds hospitalized for a
stroke, and over half of those ages
35 to 44, already had high blood
pressure.
More women are having
strokes during or right after
pregnancy, too, the government
reported last summer. That’s
because more of them start out
with unhealthy conditions like
high blood pressure even before
the hormonal changes kick in.

Whatever the cause or the
age, anyone with stroke
symptoms needs emergency care:
Sudden numbness or weakness in
the face, arm or leg, especially on
one side; sudden difficulty
speaking or understanding
speech; trouble seeing or walking;
a sudden super-severe headache.
Younger adults are less likely
than seniors to know those
symptoms, and tend to try to shrug
them off, Bushnell says. “As
people get older, they have more
and more direct contact with
people who had strokes,’’ and
learn what to watch for, Bushnell
says. But at younger ages, “there’s
just a gap in awareness.’’
Who is at increased risk
for a younger-than-usual stroke?
African-Americans and Hispanics,
more than whites. Someone whose
parent had a stroke before age 65 is
at extra risk.
But mostly, the same things
that are bad for your heart are bad
for your brain, making it crucial to
control blood pressure, diabetes
and cholesterol, to stop smoking
and to keep active.
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Madison Mom Eager
To Watch Son In Super Bowl

Stephen Gostkowski

BY BILLYWATKINS

MADISON, Miss. (AP) Cindy Gostkowski is sitting in the
football stands at Madison Central
High School on a cool, breezy
winter afternoon.
Even though she still resides in
Madison, it is her first time at the
stadium since her son New
England Patriots placekicker
Stephen Gostkowski held the same
position with the Jaguars from
1998 through 2001.
Yes, he kicked as a ninthgrader on the high school team.
``There were a lot of good
memories here,’’ she said, staring
down at the field as the wind plays
games with her dark brown hair.
She has brought along a few
pieces of memorabilia for a photo
shoot: The helmet Stephen wore in
the 2009 Pro Bowl in Hawaii. His
No. 3 white game jersey from the
Pats’35-7 victory over Tampa Bay
at London’s Wembley Stadium in
2009; his Pro Bowl jersey; and the
first football he kicked professionally, in 2006 at Atlanta.
She hopes to add to the collection one week from today when the
Patriots battle the New York Giants
in Super Bowl XLVI in
Indianapolis. Maybe the ball he
drills through the uprights for the
win. After all, the Patriots are 3point favorites the margin of a field
goal.
But she also knows Super
Bowls can define kickers’ careers
in a negative way. Ask Scott
Norwood, whose 47-yard field
goal sailed wide right with eight
seconds left in the game, leaving
the Buffalo Bills one point shy of a

win 21 years ago.
But she refuses to let her mind
go there.
``I know it could come down
to that,’’ said Cindy, an operating
room nurse at St. Dominic Hospital
in Jackson, ``but I really try not to
dwell on it. I’m a glass-half-full
kind of person, and I always think
Stephen is going to make it.
``And I sort of already know
what it’s like when it doesn’t work
out. My parents came down for a
game Stephen’s senior year of high
school. It was the first time they had
ever seen him kick in a game
because they live just outside
Buffalo. It was a really big deal for
our family. Well, Stephen missed
three field goals that night, and he
was really upset afterward.’’
And his mom?
``I was upset, too,’’ she said.
``But, you know, we must go on
with our lives, don’t we? That’s sort
of my attitude ... get on with
things.’’
Stephen’s older brother,
Jeremy, admits he has thought
about a scenario where the
outcome of America’s premier
sporting event rides on Stephen’s
ability to kick a football between
two posts 18 feet, 10 inches apart.
``I’ve played sports with him
since we were kids, and I know
what he’s made of,’’ he said. ``He
doesn’t look at the pressure of a
kick the same way you or I would,
simply because he’s been doing it
for so long.’’
At 6-foot-1 and 215 pounds,
Stephen is not your average NFL
kicker, which is to say he has never
uttered the words seriously, at least
``I keek a touchdown.’’ That was
the stereotype circulating through
the NFL for many years when
teams brought in scrawny kickers
who had excelled at soccer in
foreign countries but knew as
much about football as they did the
inner workings of the International
Space Station.
In his six-year NFL career,
Gostkowski has made an astonishing 87 percent of his field goal
attempts for a team that plays more
than half its games every year
outdoors in cold-weather cities. His
precision earned him a four-year,
$17.5 million contract at the

beginning of this season.
His natural ability can be
traced to his dad, Larry, who was an
outstanding high school athlete in
upstate New York and later
coached his sons in youth sports.
``And Stephen is a pure
athlete, through and through,’’
Jeremy said.
Others agree.
``I was his holder for two years
at Madison Central,’’ said Bo
Bradberry, an assistant football
coach at Gulfport High, ``and the
most impressive thing to me was
his coordination and athleticism. It
didn’t matter how I put the ball
down the kick always seemed to
come off of his foot true.’’
``He could have been a great
free safety or wide receiver for us if
he had wanted to do anything other
than kick,’’ said Mike Justice,
Gostkowski’s coach at Madison
Central and now the head coach at
Gulfport.
He earned All-State honors in
football, soccer and baseball at
Madison Central. In his career as a
pitcher, he was 16-2 with a 1.00
ERA.
And the strength of his leg is
legendary.
``The ball just sounds different
coming off his foot, the same way a
golf ball sounds when Tiger Woods
hits it,’’ said Justice. ``I remember
the day (assistant coach) Todd
Walker walked into my office and
said, `Coach, you’ve got to come
watch this ninth-grade kicker ... all
of his kickoffs land six yards deep
in the end zone. I didn’t really
know Stephen at the time, but I
went out and watched him the next
day. We didn’t hesitate. We moved
him right up to the varsity, and
many times he’d put kickoffs
through the uprights.’’
Said Jeremy: ``I believe he
could have been the best at
whatever sport he chose. If he
wasn’t kicking in the Super Bowl, I
think he could’ve wound up
pitching in a World Series or
playing in a (soccer) World Cup.’’
And those who know
Gostkowski, who kicked and
pitched at the University of
Memphis, rave about his mental
toughness.
``I think about a game we had

against Clinton his junior year,’’
Justice said. ``We made a big
comeback, and it was 31-31 in the
fourth quarter. Stephen made two
field goals late to seal that game,
and both kicks were over 40 yards.
Pressure is pressure, I don’t care
what level you’re playing on.’’
``I know this,’’ Jeremy said.
``No matter what game we’re
playing throwing darts, shooting
pool, bowling he’s usually good at
it right away and can’t stand to lose.
And if he’s not good at it right
away, it won’t be long before he
is.’’
That mental toughness was
invaluable when he was selected in
the fourth round of the 2006 NFL
draft and asked to replace Adam
Vinatieri, possibly the greatest
clutch kicker in the history of the
league.
``We lived in Amherst, N.Y.,
the first eight years of Stephen’s
life, and in our neighborhood we
had about 10 kids,’’ Cindy said.
``Their ages ranged from high
school all the way down to
Stephen, who was always the
youngest. And the older kids cut
him no slack. They played football,
soccer, hockey. I really think
playing against those older kids
helped make him tough.’’
Stephen was a member of the
Patriots’Super Bowl team that was
upset by the Giants 17-14 in 2008.
He made both extra-point attempts,
but never got the chance at a field
goal.
``Maybe this year,’’ Cindy
said. ``I’ll say a little prayer and
keep the faith.’’
And also think back to a game
Stephen’s sophomore year against
Ole Miss in Memphis. Final score:
Tigers 44, Rebels 34. Stephen
booted three field goals in the
fourth quarter.
The opposing quarterback that
day? Giants star Eli Manning.
``One thing I have promised
myself is that I’m going to enjoy
this one,’’ she said. ``Last time it
was all sort of surreal, and I was
really anxious. This time, I’m
going to breathe and take it all in. I
never saw myself in this position,
with a son on such a big stage. Why
not enjoy it?’’

Indy Battens Down Hatches
For Super Bowl Security

BY CHARLES WILSON AND
CARRIE SCHEDLER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) From pickpockets and prostitutes
to dirty bombs and exploding
manhole covers, authorities are
bracing for whatever threat the first
Super Bowl in downtown
Indianapolis might bring.
Though Indianapolis has
ample experience hosting large
sporting events the Indianapolis
500 attracts more than 200,000
fans each year, and the NCAA’s
men’s Final Four basketball tournament has been held here six
times since 1980 the city’s first
Super Bowl poses some unique
challenges.
Unlike the Final Four, which is
compressed into a weekend, the
Super Bowl offers crowd, travel
and other logistical challenges over
10 days leading up to the Feb. 5
game. And unlike the 500, where
events are largely concentrated at
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway
about seven miles from Lucas Oil
Stadium, the NFL’s showcase
event will consume 44 blocks
about a mile square in the heart of

the city, closing off streets and
forcing an anticipated 150,000 or
more NFL fans to jockey with
downtown workers for space
much of the week.
``This is clearly bigger in
terms of the amount of people who
will be downtown over an
extended period of time,’’ city
Public Safety Director Frank
Straub said.
Under a security risk rating
system used by the federal government, the Super Bowl ranks just
below national security events
involving the president and the
Secret Service, said Indianapolis
Chief of Homeland Security Gary
Coons. The ratings are based on
factors including international
attention, media coverage, the
number of people the event attracts
and visits by celebrities and foreign
dignitaries, he said. The
Indianapolis 500 ranks two levels
below the Super Bowl.
The city has invested millions
of dollars and worked with local,
state and federal agencies to try to
keep all those people safe. Up to
1,000 city police officers will be in
the stadium and on the street,
carrying smartphones and other

electronic hand-held devices that
will enable them to feed photos
and video to a new state-of-the-art
operations center on the city’s east
side or to cruisers driven by
officers providing backup, Straub
said. Hundreds of officers from
other agencies, including the state
police and the FBI, will be
scanning the crowd for signs of
pickpocketing, prostitution or
other trouble.
One concern has been a series
of explosions in Indianapolis
Power & Light’s underground
network of utility cables. A dozen
underground explosions have
occurred since 2005, sending
manhole covers flying.
Eight
explosions
have
occurred since 2010. The latest, on
Nov. 19, turned a manhole cover
into a projectile that heavily
damaged a parked car and raised
concerns about the safety of Super
Bowl visitors walking on streets
and soaring above the Super Bowl
village on four zip lines installed
for the festivities.
Since December, IPL has
spent about $180,000 to install 150
new locking manhole covers,
primarily in the Super Bowl village

and other areas expected to see
high pre-game traffic.
IPL officials say the new
Swiveloc manhole covers can be
locked for security reasons during
the Super Bowl. In case of an
explosion, the covers lift a couple
of inches off the ground enough to
vent gas out without feeding in
oxygen to make an explosion
bigger before falling back into
place.
IPL will dispatch extra crews
to the area around the stadium in
case of power-related problems,
such as a recent breaker fire that
left 10,000 customers in homes
south of downtown without power.
Spokeswoman Crystal LiversPowers said the company doesn’t
anticipate any power issues.
Special teams from the
Department of Energy will sweep
Lucas Oil Stadium and the surrounding area for nuclear terror
threats, and a new $18 million
high-tech communications center
that opened in time for the lead-up
to the game will tie it all together.
``We’re using more technology, and state of the art technology,
than has been used in any Super
Bowl before this one,’’Straub said.

Marshall’s 4 TD
Catches Lift AFC
In Pro Bowl

Brandon Marshall

BY JAYMES SONG

HONOLULU
(AP)
Brandon Marshall isn’t taking
time in the islands to relish his
record-breaking Pro Bowl performance. He’s ready to get back
to work.
The Miami Dolphins wide
receiver caught six passes for 176
yards and a Pro Bowl-record four
touchdowns, and the AFC used a
second-half surge to beat the
NFC 59-41 Sunday.
Marshall, who had a game
filled with highlight-reel grabs,
was selected the game’s MVP,
and his name now will join the
likes of Walter Payton and Jerry
Rice on the banners at Aloha
Stadium.
``You know what? I wanted
it,’’ he said. ``It’s a Pro Bowl.
Some guys are playing 100
(percent), some guys are playing
90, some guys aren’t playing at
all, but it means a lot to be up in
the rafters with some of these
guys.’’
Marshall hopes some of the
Pro Bowl magic will carry over
to next season, where the
Dolphins will be under new
coach Joe Philbin, Green Bay’s
offensive coordinator for the past
five years.
``Hopefully down in Miami
we can get some things turned
around,’’ Marshall said. ``We
have some special things to do,
and we will do some special
things down in South Beach.’’
Marshall had changed his
flight to leave Honolulu on
Sunday night, so he could meet
Philbin on Monday. ``I know he’s
going to do a great job,’’ he said.
The 59 points by the AFC set
a Pro Bowl mark, and the 100
points scored by the teams
combined was the second
highest, a touchdown shy of the
107 scored in 2004.
While everyone was playing
at half-speed and ready to extend
their
Hawaiian
vacations,
Marshall played with urgency.
``You never know when
you’re going to be back,’’
Marshall said, ``and I wanted to
go all out today because it could
be my last Pro Bowl.’’
He hauled in a deflected, goahead 47-yard TD pass from
Andy Dalton, while on his back,
to give the AFC a 38-35 lead late
in the third quarter. It was
Marshall’s third TD catch of the
game, tying Jimmy Smith’s Pro
Bowl record set in 2004.
``It was the most unathletic
highlight I ever had,’’ he said.
``Andy put it up there for me to
make a play. I saw the ball, got
nervous, fell, saw the ball, kicked
it up and it just fell in my hands.’’
Marshall, making his third
Pro Bowl appearance, then
nabbed a 3-yard TD pass from
Dalton that gave the AFC a 52-35
lead with 8:25 left.
Hawaii has been kind to
Marshall, who also won MVP
honors at Aloha Stadium in his
final game at Central Florida in
the 2005 Hawaii Bowl, where he
caught 11 passes for 210 yards
and three touchdowns.

Marshall noted he had six
TDs this season, but four this
game.
``It says a lot when you’re
playing with these type of quarterbacks,’’ Marshall said. ``They
just put it in the right place and I
just made the play. Hats off to
those guys throwing me the
ball.’’
The game featured rookie
quarterbacks Cam Newton of the
Carolina Panthers and Dalton of
the Cincinnati Bengals, who
replaced Super Bowl quarterbacks Eli Manning and Tom
Brady and played the entire
second half. Their selection made
this Pro Bowl the first to feature
two rookie signal callers.
While
Dalton
looked
composed, Newton played
horribly struggling to move the
ball, stay in the pocket and find
his targets, which drew some
boos from the sun-splashed,
sellout crowd of 48,423.
``No excuses,’’ Newton said.
``When you hang the ball up
there, against these kind of
players, that’s what you get,’’
Newton said. ``It’s the good and
the bad of playing in a Pro Bowl.
I learned a lot.’’
Newton finished 9 of 27 for
186 yards with two touchdowns
and three interceptions. Eric
Weddle picked off Newton twice.
Dalton, meanwhile, was 7 of 9
for 99 yards and two TDs.
For the NFC, Aaron Rodgers
was 13 of 17 for 141 yards and
two TDs. But he was watching
late in the game as Newton
struggled.
``It’s tough to be the last guy
in, when it’s the fourth quarter
and money becomes an issue,’’
he said. ``Guys are playing a little
bit harder. They come at you.’’
The NFC had three players
with 100-yard yard receiving:
Tony Gonzalez (seven for 114),
Larry Fitzgerald (6 for 111) and
Steve Smith (5 for 118).
Rodgers and Fitzgerald
connected for a pair of scores on
back-to-back plays to put the
NFC up 14-0 early in the game.
After stopping the AFC on
fourth down at midfield, Rodgers
drove the NFC down the field
and threw a 10-yard TD toss to
Fitzgerald. Six seconds later,
Rodgers aired a 44-yard rainbow
in the end zone to Fitzgerald for
another score after the NFC got
the ball back with a surprise
onside kick.
The
reception
was
Fitzgerald’s sixth career TD
catch in the Pro Bowl, tying
Gonzalez’s record. He would
break the record with the game’s
last touchdown, on a 36-yard
pass from Newton.
The AFC came right back
and tied it up on two deep TD
passes on the right side by Ben
Roethlisberger. He threw a 34yarder to rookie A.J. Green, and
then connected with Marshall on
a 74-yarder.
Each AFC player earned a
record $50,000 for the win, while
the NFC players received
$25,000.
While the players hope to
return to Hawaii next year, it’s
still unknown where the 2013 Pro
Bowl will be played. Sunday’s
game marked the final one under
contract between the NFL and
Hawaii.
``As someone who played in
the Pro Bowl when it was in a
different city, I can tell you that
it’s not a real comparison,’’
Rodgers said.
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STATE & NATIONAL
Brown Babies Share Joy And
Pain Of German Connection

BY DENIQUA CAMPBELL

TriceEdneyWire.com - Daniel
Cardwell was a “brown baby.” He
found his mother after stumbling
upon a newspaper article about
himself while attending Howard
University.
“What was a brown baby?”
Cardwell asked a crowd gathered in
the east ballroom of the Armour J.
Blackburn University Center.
“A brown baby was someone
searching for Mama, someone
searching for love, a place to
belong,” he answered.
Cardwell and journalist Dorris
McMillon were on campus for a
screening and panel discussion of
“Brown Babies: The
Mischlingskinder Story.” The documentary is the story of Cardwell,
McMillon and four other so-called
brown babies who were born in
postwar-occupation Germany to
German mothers and AfricanAmerican soldiers. These biracial
children fell victim to their enemies
who made them feel unwanted,
abandoned and rejected. The word
“mischlingskinder” means mixed
race.
According to the film, 100,000
German babies were born to
African-American troops and
German women during the 1950s.
From 1954 to 1955, that number
would increase to 500,000. Women
who dated or had children with
black soldiers were kicked out of
their homes, disowned by their
parents and shunned by their entire
families.
“It was very difficult to marry
back then,” journalist Heide
Fehrenbach said. Permission was

needed on both ends. Soldiers
needed permission from their commanding officers, and the women
had to undergo a series of mental
and physical tests.
Brown babies were three times
more likely to be given up for
adoption. A woman by the name of
Mabel Grammer, a socialite and
journalist for the Afro-American
newspaper in Baltimore, found a
home for an estimated 500 brown
babies.
Beonca Duncan, a junior public
relations major, was shocked to hear
that number. “She essentially did all
of this by herself,” Duncan said.
“That’s amazing. She saved a lot of
children’s lives; that’s admirable.”
Grammer located African
American families from the states to
adopt orphan brown babies. She
even went as far as placing an article
in her newspaper titled “How to
Adopt a Brown Baby.” Her article
included financing as well as other
necessary information she thought
should be included.
Grammer and her husband,
Oscar Grammer, adopted children
as well. They had a total of 12
children. “She had a heart and a real
passion for what she did,” Duncan
said. “It wasn’t just for show.” But
soon controversy arose that left
Grammer having to answer a slew
of questions from reporters and
investigators.
According to Fehrenbach, they
thought Grammer matched these
children to their adoptive parents
too quickly. There were rumors of
no background checks being done
and accusations that Grammer
hadn’t met the adoptive parents,
conducting everything by mail

instead.
“After the children were
adopted it was said that there were
no house visits, inspections or counseling sessions,” Fehrenbach said.
Grammer stuck to her guns.
She fired right back defending her
love for trying to find homes for
these orphans. Soon enough the
accusations stopped, and people
realized Grammer did not plan to
back down.
“If we died today, we know the
story was told and we’re grateful for
that,” said McMillon, a newscaster
and producer. McMillon and her
German mother embraced each
other in a warm hug the first time
they met.
“I grew up in an abusive
home,” said McMillon, now
president and chief strategic officer
for McMillon Communications Inc.
“When my foster parents died is
when I found my mother and father.
She felt guilty for giving me up. I
told her I lived the better life.”
Cardwell said, “It took me over
25 years before I got to the
graveyard and at least a quarter of a
million dollars,” he said. “Peter
Grammer said, ‘I never had to
search for my mother because I had
one. I could never say that.”
“Brown Babies” won best documentary at the African American
Black Film Festival in 2011. Regina
Griffin, a journalist and executive
producer of “Brown Babies,” said,
“It was my duty to tell the story the
best way I could.” Griffin is also an
Emmy award-winning news
producer, formerly of CBS News
and now the executive producer of
Sunday morning programming at
WUSA-TV.

Court Brief Filed Supporting
Health Care Reform

BY STEPHON JOHNSON
SPECIAL TO THE NNPA FROM
THE NEW YORK
AMSTERDAM NEWS

WASHINGTON D.C. - Last
Friday, the NAACP Legal Defense
Fund (LDF), the American Civil
Liberties Union and the Leadership
Conference on Civil and Human
Rights filed an amicus brief with the
U.S. Supreme Court expressing
their support for the constitutionality
of President Barack Obama’s health
care reform.
According to the brief, the
organizations argue that the
minimum coverage provision of the
Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act is constitutional and
advances equal opportunity for
many of America’s disadvantaged.
In the Department of Health &
Human Services v. Florida brief,
the groups state, “In our modern,
integrated and dynamic health care
system, personal choices have con-

sequences that extend far beyond
the individual. The economic
decision to forego health insurance,
therefore, is not neutral; rather, such
a decision, when aggregated across
our national population, both limits
the personal liberty of others to
choose health insurance and has the
effect of reinforcing harsh
economic and social disparities that
threaten our country’s democratic
foundation and the cohesion of our
society.”
LDF President and DirectorCounsel John Payton agreed with
Washington taking mandating
citizen inclusion in the system.
“Congress not only was well within
its power to enact this important
law, it was right to do so,” Payton
said in a statement. “The severe
racial inequality in our health care
system threatens the ability of
African-Americans to participate
fully in the life of our nation and
also undermines the health of our
country’s democracy.”

In the brief, the groups mention
that they believe that the inability to
obtain access to health care limits
the personal liberty of people to
simply live healthy lives and that it
is imperative that the government
work to make the lives of the
people they serve better.
“Across our country, uninsured
persons experience significant
hardship that has a profound cumulative impact on our nation,” the
brief states. “Because they are less
likely to obtain adequate, stable
health care, the uninsured suffer
many lost opportunities, which
depresses both the quality and the
longevity of their lives. These
burdens are disproportionately
borne by racial and ethnic minorities, lower-income persons and
other disadvantaged persons.
“For many individuals, being
uninsured is not a choice but rather
is a consequence that is imposed on
them due to circumstances largely
beyond their control.”

Obama Holds Fundraiser
With American Indians

BY KEN THOMAS
ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON D.C. (AP) President Barack Obama, raising
money for his campaign among
tribal leaders, said Friday he wants
American Indians to be “full
partners’’in the economy.
Obama met with 70 to 75 supporters from Native American
tribes. Democratic officials said the
fundraiser would benefit the Obama
Victory Fund, a joint committee of
the Obama campaign and the
Democratic National Committee.

Tickets started at $15,000.
Obama told participants that he
has worked to include American
Indians in his administration and
wants Native Americans to be “full
partners in our economy.’’ The
president noted that he had signed
laws to improve health care for
Native American tribes and pushed
for better educational opportunities
and more improvements to tribal
economies.
“We want new businesses and
new opportunities to take root on the
reservations,’’ Obama said.
Attendees included Democratic

National Committee chairwoman
Debbie Wasserman Schultz, a
Florida congresswoman, and
former Rep. Patrick Kennedy, DR.I. Obama raised more than $220
million for his re-election campaign
and the Democratic National
Committee in 2011.
When Obama ran for president
in 2008, he visited Montana’s Crow
Indian reservation and was adopted
into the nation during a private
ceremony. Obama quipped, “If my
adoptive parents were here, I know
what they’d say, “Kids just grow up
so fast.’’

Council On The Social Status
Of Black Men And Boys
Releases 2011 Annual Report

TALLAHASSEE - The
Council on the Social Status of
Black Men and Boys released
its 2011 Annual Report. The
report details current conditions and provides recommendations in the areas of:
education, health and families,
criminal justice and crime pre-

vention, and employment.
The Council on the Social
Status of Black Men and Boys
is administratively housed
within the Attorney General’s
Office. Created by the
Legislature during the 2006
Le g i s l a t i v e S e s s i o n , t h e
Co u n c i l i s c h a rg e d w i t h

st u d y i n g t h e c o n d i t i o n s
affecting black men and boys,
including: homicide rates,
arrest and incarceration rates,
poverty, violence, drug abuse,
death rates, disparate annual
income levels, health issues
and school performance.

Department Of Agriculture
Offers Five Tips
For Charitable Giving

TALLAHASSEE – The
Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services (DACS)
offered five tips that
consumers should consider
before making a charitable
contribution. While many
charities support important
re s e a r c h e ff o r t s , p r o v i d e
valuable community services,
or offer assistance to those less
fortunate, DACS encourages
consumers to do their research
so they know where their
money is going.
Some tips to keep in mind
when deciding whether or not
to donate to a charity include
the following:
Find out if the charity is
properly registered. Most
charities in Florida are required
to register with DACS. Check
a charity’s registration status
online at www.800helpfla.com
or by phone at 1-800-HELP
FLA (1-800-435-7352) or 1800-FL-AYUDA (1-800-3529832). Never give to a charity
that you know nothing about.
Request written literature and a
copy of the charity’s financial
information. Charities are

required by state law to
provide it.
Determine how donations
may be spent. The Gift Givers’
Guide is a helpful tool in
looking up financial information, including how much a
charity spends on administrative costs, how much a charity
spends on fundraising and how
much a charity spends on
program services. DACS is
prohibited by law from
dictating how a charity spends
its money, but provides this
information so consumers can
decide if donations are being
spent wisely.
Av o i d h i g h p r e s s u r e
tactics. Reputable charities are
willing to wait for donations,
so don’t be pressured into contributing on the spot. Don’t
provide credit card numbers
over the phone, don’t pay with
cash and make all checks
payable to the charity, not an
individual’s name.
Find out if donations are
tax deductible. The Internal
Re v e n u e S e r v i c e ( I R S )
recently revoked the tax
exempt status of thousands of

charities that failed to file
paperwork, so ask for the organization’s tax-exempt number
and call the IRS for verification. For tax purposes, keep a
record of all contributions
made – no matter what
amount. Request a receipt or
printed copy of the donation
for personal tax records.
Keep good records.
Always obtain and save a
printed copy of the donation or
a receipt showing the amount
of the contribution. If a tax
deduction is important, be sure
the receipt states that the
donation is tax deductible.
Even if an organization is tax
exempt, the contribution may
not be tax deductible. Ask for
th e c h a r i t y ’s t a x - e x e m p t
number issued by the Internal
Revenue Service and call them
for verification.
The Department provides
information on charities registered in Florida so consumers
can make informed decisions
about their donations, visit the
Gift Giver’s Guide or call 1800 HELP FLA for more information.

House Panel Approves
Florida Redistricting Plans

TALLAHASSEE (AP) _
Three groups that backed
Florida’s new anti-gerrymandering constitutional amendments say redistricting maps
that cleared a House
committee on Friday will perpetuate Republican legislative
and congressional dominance
in a state that’s almost evenly
divided between the two major
parties.
House Redistricting
Chairman Will Weatherford, a
Wesley Chapel Republican,
denied the maps were drawn to
favor the GOP and threw the
allegation back at the Fair
District coalition groups.
He said he was disappointed they would criticize the
Legislature’s maps yet refuse
to appear before his committee
to defend their own proposals,
which the panel unanimously
rejected before taking final
action.
``It’s a frankly unfortunate
political, and more likely
probably a legal, stunt,’’
Weatherford said.
The committee approved
its maps on party line votes,
Republicans for and
Democrats against.
``There’s two things that
make Tallahassee go around,’’
said Democratic Rep. Evan
Jenne of Dania Beach. ``One
is money and the other is parti-

sanship, and this is 100
percent partisanship.’’
Floor debate will begin
today with final action the
following day, Weatherford
said.
The Senate already has
approved maps for its 40
districts and the state’s 27 congressional seats. The panel
accepted the Senate-passed
map for its chamber. The
Senate likewise intends to
accept the House-drawn map
for that chamber’s 120
districts.
While the Florida League
of Women Voters, National
Council of La Raza and
Common Cause of Florida
declined to testify, the Fair
District advocates submitted
an 11-page letter. It outlines
their proposals and why they
believe the Legislature’s maps
violate the two state constitutional amendment voters
adopted in 2010.
Both Fair Districts amendments, one each covering the
legislature and Congress,
prohibit intentionally drawing
districts to favor or disfavor
incumbents or a political party.
They also protect the rights of
minorities to elect representatives of their choosing and
require districts to be compact
and use existing political and
geographical boundaries

where feasible.
The letter says the
Legislature’s maps ``promise
to perpetuate a system of oneparty control in Florida in
clear violation of the Florida
The
Fair
Constitution.’’
District groups also contend
the maps miss the mark by
protecting incumbents.
Republicans
currently
hold 19 congressional seats
and Democrats only six. The
new maps add two more seats
to bring Florida’s total to 27
because of population gains.
The letter argues the lower
percentage would be sufficient
for a black to win a
Democratic primary and then
the general election in a
Democratic-heavy district.
House lawyer George
Meros told the panel that
much of a reduction in black
voting strength would violate
both the Florida Constitution
and the federal Voting Rights
Act.
Once lawmakers pass the
plans, the legislative maps go
to the Florida Supreme Court
and the congressional plan to
Gov. Rick Scott.
Then all the maps must
obtain preclearance from the
U.S. Justice Department or a
federal court to determine if
they comply with the Voting
Rights Act.
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-4311

Email: info@mzprogressive.org Website: www.mzprogressive.org

First Baptist Institutional Church
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services .............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study..........................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service.................................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study .....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
2nd & 4th Sunday Worship Services ................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer ............................................................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study ........................................................................6:30 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

Tuesday Night Live - Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services . . . .8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . .6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) . . . . . . . .4:00 p.m.
Rev. Wallace Elliott Sr. - Pastor

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Moore’s Chapel AME Church
3037 Fairfield Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
727-321-3187
Rev. James S. Cleare, Pastor

Pastor Cleare, and
wife Sis. April Cleare

“A New Season: GOD is doing more
at Moore’s Chapel AME Church”

Church School...........................................Sunday 9:00 AM
“Where the Word of GOD is applied to Life”

Worship Service .......................................Sunday 10:30 AM
“Where the Word of GOD prepares us for Life”

Bible Study .........................................Wednesday, 7:00 PM
“Where the Word of GOD is explained for Life”

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
11:30 a.m.

MOUNT PILGRIM MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375
“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”

Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.

Sunday School....................................9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Sunday General Worship ......................................11:00 a.m.
Communion .......................................................First Sunday
Sunday New Member Orientation..........................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .................7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study.......................7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth Bible Study ............7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Tutoring ............................6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Mission Statement
Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

HAS GOD CHOSEN YOU?
SAVED BY GRACE ALONE!
Southside Tabernacle Baptist Church, 3647 18th Ave. S. 327-9711
Women’s Retreat in March! Call for reservation information!

Visit
Us!

SSTBC.org (website)
WRXB (1590 AM) - Sundays, 11 AM
Sunday Worship - 9:30 AM • Southside Institute of Biblical Studies - Wed. 7:30 PM

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

10th Street Church Of God

Morning Worship .......................11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 p.m.

Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 p.m.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Friendship

Sunday................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. Worship
Sunday School. ..............................................9:30 a.m.

Wednesday.....................Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 p.m. Prayer and Bible Study

Thursday..........7 p.m. Youth Enrichment - Awana

Sunday

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

SERVICES

Sunday School – 10:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11:30 a.m.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 5:30 p.m.
P.M. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 6:30 p.m.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 p.m.
Morning Prayer – 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Prayer Service – 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study (for all ages) – 7:30 p.m.

United for Christ

Freewill Baptist Church

(727) 898-9407

Sunday School...............................9:30 a.m.

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

Women’s Growth Institute
holds Community
Bible Study (CBS)
1st & 3rd Saturdays
Nov. - April 9:30 a.m. - Noon
Studying Ephesians
Childcare available
for ages 2-6

Victory Christian Center Church

Pastor Minister Tyrone Ford
and 1st Lady Kadell Ford

4116 34th Street South
Pinch A Penny Plaza
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

727-258-4993
www.ufcfbaptistchurch.org

Wednesday Night Bible Study ......................7:00 p.m.
Sunday School ............................................. 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service .............................11:00 a.m.

Living, Teaching and Preaching the True Gospel
of Jesus Christ, to Save Lost Souls. Come join in with us.

20th Street
Church Of Christ

Missionary Baptist Church

Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ

Rev. Richard Jackson
and Rev. Henry Payne
Co-Pastors

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

“Serving and Saving
“Helping and
Healing”

“Inspiring and
Instructing”
“Praying and
Praising”

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006
Br o . R ob er t Sm i th

Sunday Morning Worship .................................7:45 a.m.
Sunday Morning Bible Class.............................9:20 a.m.
Sunday Morning Second Worship..................10:40 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ...............................7:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ............................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Morning Bible Class ....................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .............................7:00 p.m.

ADVERTISE YOUR
CH URCH EVENT
C A L L F O R A Q U OT E :
727- 8 9 6 - 2 9 2 2

CHURCH DIRECTORY
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ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services

Church School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

OF

JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Church School: .....................................9:15 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: ............................................10:00 a.m. – 10:20 a.m.
Praise and Worship: ............................10:20 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: .......................................10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer each Monday ...............................12:00 Noon
Bible Study each Tuesday: .......................................6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Rev. Brian K. Brown

By The Word of Faith Church Inc.
558 28th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-328-0788 • Fax: 727-328-8460

Service Times and Schedules
EVERY TUESDAY-THURSDAY FROM 10 AM - 2 PM
COME AND GET A BAG OF FOOD ONCE A MONTH

Bishop Willie C. Sands
Evangelist Patricia Sands

THE ROCK
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Wednesday Night 7:00 p.m. Empowerment Service
3rd and 4th Sunday 9:00 a.m. New Members Class
Sunday Morning 9:00 Sunday School
Sunday Morning Service 10:00
Nursery Available and Children Ministry!!!

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Tuesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

Sunday Worship Service.........10:15 a.m.
Sunday School ..........................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday) ......7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).........7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston, Pastor

CHURCH NEWS
Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church

“Impact the world by
equipping believers to reach
the lost with the gospel of
Jesus Christ.”
Attention: Young Adults
18 – 25, our REACH Ministry
invites you to join the
Tuesday evening bible study
weekly at 7 p.m. in the Youth
Education Building located at
921 20th St.
The Children and Youth
Ministries has a variety of
social outlets for ages 6-18.
Your child can learn basic
Ch ri stian values through
Scouting. Cub and Boy Scouts

meet every Monday at 6:30
p.m. Girl Scouts meet every
first, third and fifth Monday at
6:30 p.m.
Is your child interested in
music? Try our Community
Marching Band and Flag Corp
under the direction of Mr.
Deon Bryant. Contact the
church at 894-4311 for more
information.
Lunch Time Bible Study
each Wednesday at 12 noon.
We invited you for an interactive study for just 30 minutes
in the main sanctuary. Open to
the public.

We invite you, your family
and friends to join us for
weekly uplifting and spirit
filled worship services every
Sunday, at 7:45 a.m. and 10
a.m. Teen Services are held
every second, third, fourth
Sunday at 10 a.m. in the Youth
Chapel.
Visit us on the web: mzprogressive.org and like us on
FA C E B O O K f o r o t h e r
ministry activities and events.
M t . Z i o n P ro g res s i v e
Missionary Baptist Church,
955 20th St. S. 727-894-4311.
www.mzprogressive.org.

Friendship Missionary Baptist Church

“The Ship – One Lord,
One Faith, One Baptism, One
Church.”
F r i e n d s h i p
M i s s i o n a r y Baptist Church
is a Family of believers in
Christ, reaching out to the
world, preaching the gospel to
the unsaved and teaching the
saved to serve by demonstrating the Love of Christ.
“2012 ~ God Never Fails”
MARK
YOUR
CALENDAR for the following
dates:
Sunday, Feb. 12 - The
Singles Ministry will sponsor
“Go Red Sunday” in recognition of the American Heart
Association (AHA). Support
the fight against heart disease
in women: Sisters to wear a
red outfit and Brothers a red
tie.
The Music Ministry
Do you feel God has called
you or you would like to learn
to sing His melodious praises,
setting the atmosphere for the
worship life of the Church?
The Ship’s Music Ministry
will be hosting: “Revitalizing
the
Pews;
Evangelizing
through the Message of
Music.” This event is a Choir

Workshop and Orientation.
The workshop is open for new
membership! All parishioners
are invited to attend this
numinous workshop experience along with sharing in
great fellowship and food:
The
Music
Ministry
Feb.
16-18,
Workshop,
Thursday - Friday, 6:30 – 9
p.m.
Registration: Feb. 16 at 6
p.m. and Saturday, Feb. 18 at 9
a.m. – 2 p.m.
All attendees should be 18
and older. If you are interested, please contact Jeremy
Jackson, Minister of Music or
the Church Office at 727-9068300.
Sunday, Feb. 26, 4 p.m.
The Youth Ministry will
celebrate their annual “Black
Heritage Friendship Talent on
Display.” Please come and
celebrate our heritage and
support our youth.
The Employee Relations
Counsel Ministry is accepting
Job Interest applications for
the position of Assistant
Minister of Music/Organist.
The ability to read music musically trained or holds a
degree in music is preferred.

Done by the order of the
Friendship Missionary Baptist
Church, Incorporated. Please
contact FBMC Office.
Have you found the key? If
you’re looking for the key to
happiness or heaven, you’ll
find it through Jesus Christ.
Dr. John A. Evans, Sr., and
Friendship welcome you to
open our doors. Friendships’
Morning Services starts at 7:45
and 10:45 Sunday School
begins at 9:30.
Prayer still works for the
glory of God. Come join us
each Wednesday for Noonday
Bible
Study
or
each
Wednesday night at 7 p.m. as
we study the Book of
Hebrews, Dr. John A. Evans,
Sr., facilitator.
The Youth Enrichment –
Awana curriculum convenes
on Thursday nights, at 7 p.m.
First Lady Teresa Evans,
Director of Youth Ministry.
Friendship is located at
3300 31st St. S., St.
Petersburg, FL 33712. Our
telephone number: 727-9068300. Don’t forget to visit our
website:
www.fmbctheship.org.
God Bless You – The Ship!

Church News due by 4 p.m.
on Monday of each week

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church

The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, its pastor, the
Reverend Brian K. Brown, its
official staff of Deacons and
Trustees, and the entire congregation, extends to the
community at large, its wish that
there would be an overflowing of
God’s blessings upon their lives.
St. Mark is grounded in a Christcentered doctrine that has as its
central theme, a belief that we are
a haven of hope, help, and healing
for a world hungering for and
thirsting after the enlightened
word of God. At St. Mark, we are
Christians willing to work and
partner in unity, praising God for
His awesome gift, His son Jesus
Christ.
Coming in the Month of
February
Feb. 3 - Monthly Business

Meeting at 7 p.m.
Feb. 4 - Music council
Meeting at 6:00 p.m.
Feb. 10-11 - Mid-Winter
Board held at St. John in
Arcadia, Florida
Feb. 19 - Church Outing to
Galilee M. B. Church at 3:30
p.m.
Feb. 20 - Church Outing to
First Baptist Institutional at 7
p.m
Feb. 28 - St. Mark Museum
of African American History
immediately following morning
worship.
Also at St. Mark …
Sunday School is held for
both children and adults of all
ages. Sunday School starts each
Sunday at 9:30 a.m. All are
invited to come out and join us.
Baptist Training Union is

each Sunday at 5 p.m. Members
and the general public are
invited to study the Bible with
us and learn “What Baptists
Believe.”
C h i l d r e n a n d Yo u t h
Ministry Meetings are held
every Monday at 6 p.m.
Children in the community are
welcome to join us.
Yo u n g A d u l t M i n i s t r y
every Monday from 6:30 p.m.
(Bible Study).
Sunday School Teachers’
Meeting is held every Tuesday
at 7 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study is held every
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study every Thursday at
7 p.m.

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church

Bethel
Metropolitan
Missionary Baptist Church, “God’s
House in the City,” under the leadership of Dr Rickey L. Houston
extends an invitation to the
community to join us as we declare
the living Word of God. Join us at 9
a.m. for Sunday School and 10:15
a.m. worship service. Bible Study
and Teen Summit/Children Rising
are held at 7 Wednesday evening.
We are committed to a Christcentered,
people-centered,

team-centered and Bible-based
teaching ministry; with priorities
focused on love, forgiveness, unity,
peace and growth. We celebrate in
worship, we care for one another, we
cultivate the fullest spiritual life
possible both individually and corporately; and we communicate
God’s truth at every opportunity.
Living out these principles results in
a kaleidoscope of ministries for all
ages and interests. We also
encourage the community to make

use of our Prayer Line 727-3219645.
Prayer Breakfast is
scheduled for Saturday, Feb. 4. at
8:30 a.m. Join us and be physically
and spiritually fed.
“Deeper Into God’s Word We
Shall Delve In 2012” II Timothy
2:15, 3:16-17
Telephone:727-327-0554
Email:bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com.
Website: www.bmmbc.org

Elim Seventh-Day Adventist
Church and School

BLACK HISTORY MONTH
CELEBRATION You are invited to
attend our free Black-History Month
Celebration, Feb. 17-18, at the Elim
Seventh-Day Adventist Church,
4824 2nd Ave. S., St. Pete. Our
program will begin Friday Feb. 17 at
7 p.m. Our presenter for the Friday
evening and Saturday afternoon
programs will be St. Petersburg own
Sevell Brown III. Our celebration
will continue Saturday morning at
10:30 when we will honor members
of the St. Petersburg community for
their contributions to our Tampa Bay
area. Afterwards, you are invited to
join us for a free meal in our
Fellowship Hall. For information,
call 727-327-2374; Pastor Jim R.
Davis at 786-444-0613; or visit our
website at www.elimsda.org.
P R E - VA L E N T I N E

BANQUET You are invited to our
Pre-Valentines Banquet, Saturday,
Feb. 11, beginning at 7:30 p.m. Your
contribution for the event is $25 for
adults and $15 for children age 4-10
years. For info, and to purchase
tickets, call Mrs. Ernestine King
727-422-5423.
RADIO MINISTRY Tune in to
our weekly Radio Broadcasts: This
We Believe, aired every Saturday
Morning from 10:30-11 and Hope
Faith & Truth, aired each Sunday
Morning from 10-10:30. Both
programs can be heard on Praise
1590 AM & 96.5 FM WRXB, or on
the Web @ www.wrxb.us. If you
have questions about any of the
programs, or would like to learn
about the Bible, write to Pastor Jim
R. Davis, 4824 2nd Ave. S. St.
Petersburg, FL. 33711.

ELIM JUNIOR ACADEMY
AND DAYCARE CENTER are
still accepting students. Call 727327-8651 and speak with our
principal, Mrs. Lawanna McCoy, or
visit us at 4824 2nd Ave. S., St.
Petersburg, 33711.
FOOD DISTRIBUTION Every
Tuesday morning at 10, we distribute free food items to the
community. Everyone is welcomed,
while the supplies last. No income
verification is need, and no one is
turned away while there is food.
HOT LUNCH Every Saturday
afternoon at 1:30, a Free Hot Lunch
is served to members of the
community at the Church facility.
There are no restrictions as to who
may come; the food is free to all who
have needs. Please feel free to stop
by and have a meal with us!
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